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There are countless inspirational quotes
that you can list or learn from. Call them
clichés if you want to. There are a few in

our family that we like to refer to often and
we have taught our son to keep them top of
mind as his life goes forward.

Always look at the glass being half full
rather than it being half empty is the first
one. As Wikipedia explains it is a common
expression, used rhetorically to indicate 
that a particular situation could be a cause
for optimism (half full) or pessimism 
(half empty); or as a general litmus test 
to simply determine if an individual is an 

optimist or a pessimist. The purpose of the question is to demonstrate
that the situation may be seen in different ways depending on one's point
of view and that there may be opportunity in the situation as well as trouble.

This idiom is used to explain how people perceive events and objects.
Perception is unique to every individual and is simply one's interpretation
of reality. The phrase "Is the glass half empty or half full" can be referred
to as a philosophical question. 

Being an optimist I always like to think that the glass is half full and it
is up me to be positive, no matter what the situation.

The second phrase is pretty much linked to the first: For every negative
there is a positive. If you analyse your life situations, in particular, you will
always come out a winner if you have been positive. However those times
where you have been negative you always think "What an idiot I was?" 

The positive in this phrase can, more often than not, be at the expense
of some other individual so we must be wary as to how we react to the 
situation. 

The current floods in Australia are a very good example of how 
South Africa could take a positive advantage. I am very sympathetic to the
suffering there but the coal business that we have lost to Australia over
the years could be ours again.

How do these phrases influence the manufacturing world we live in? 
As one editor put it so succinctly:

"What can the world learn from manufacturing? The one lesson I'd
point to is how it can teach us to have a positive outlook. Manufacturing is
dynamic. It's constantly changing. New processes and technologies are
always emerging, full of promise and potential. Most manufacturing 
companies recognize the value of continuous improvement as an 
important principle. This means being on the lookout for new processes
and techniques that can increase productivity, reduce costs and enhance
quality. It promotes a positive, optimistic attitude that is naturally hopeful
and expectant."

On that philosophical note I would like to 
wish my readers and clients all the best for 
2011 and may it be a positive year.

EDITOR’S   COMMENT





No one needs to be told that the past year has been 
a tough one for American manufacturers. The 
economic crisis has had a profound effect on 

business, and the overwhelming majority of shops have
experienced significant reductions in orders. On the other
hand, although the current environment negatively impacts
sales, it also offers a singular chance to create or improve
long-term strategic advantages. Our company sees an
increasing number of shops taking advantage of this 
opportunity by investing in new technology and using 
downtime to streamline processes and enhance the 
expertise of personnel.

While the current economic conditions would be 
harmful in any situation, they have had an even more
severe effect because things were going very well before
their onset. Influenced by high spending on the part 
of consumers and businesses, many
companies accumulated large
inventories to meet forecast
demand. When demand fell far
short of expected levels, the cash
needed to continue operations was
tied up in inventory that could not
be sold. Businesses with excessive
inventory have reacted to the 
situation by cutting production 
drastically, while offering steep 
discounts on products to create
cash flow. Additionally, incoming
orders for many shops dropped well
below demand levels, as customers
attempted to liquidate existing
inventories. This feedback from the
market has often translated into
significant downtime, and operating
well below capacity.

To make the best of the situation, a large number of
shops are using downtime to make changes that would be
difficult to carry out if they were dealing with a heavy 
workload. Processes can always be improved, but many
manufacturers avoid dramatic alterations during times of
consistent workflow. When the floor operates at a slower
pace, significant process improvements can be 
implemented without upsetting delivery or turnaround
times.

In addition to finding that there is now time to evaluate
and improve processes, other opportunities exist as well.
Many equipment manufacturers are currently attempting to
significantly reduce their inventory levels. In some
instances, highly innovative technologies are being offered
at very competitive prices. Shops with an eye for the long

term are capitalizing on these factors, upgrading machines
and streamlining their operations.

Investing in new technology and refining processes 
provides substantial benefits, but enhancing workforce
capability is equally important. Many suppliers, whether
they provide machine tools, cutting tools, or manufacturing
software, offer free or affordable training programs. For
shops currently experiencing excess labor capacity, right
now is a good time to improve workforce expertise.

Our company believes that a great many shops in 
North America are already using the downturn as a chance
to improve their operations. Participation in our Productivity
Improvement Programs (PIPs) has increased significantly.
During these programs, our technicians work with customer
personnel to optimize manufacturing options. They 
collaborate with the customer to consolidate tooling and

inserts, reduce production costs,
increase machine capacity, and
identify metalcutting issues.
Companies are also sending higher
numbers of employees to other
sorts of training sessions. In the
first week of our recent Modern Art
of Milling events, during which we
presented ideas on milling 
techniques and processes, more
than 600 shop owners and 
employees attended.

Manufacturers who are using
the present situation to improve
their operations will possess a very
tangible competitive advantage
when the economic turnaround
begins. Furthermore, many of the
initiatives they are undertaking
serve to increase the leanness of

their operations, minimizing inventory and costs while the
downturn continues. Their efforts will help to ensure 
survival today and success tomorrow.

Before long, conditions will begin to improve. In the
near term, production levels will rise to meet current
demand as inventories become depleted. Following that
near-term surge, the economy will turn around and 
workloads will increase quickly and substantially. Shops
that currently are just tightening their belts and waiting for
a brighter day will likely find themselves at a disheartening
disadvantage when that day dawns. Shops that make the
most of today's very unwelcome downtime by improving
efficiency and worker expertise will minimize the impact 
of the current crisis, and possess a strong advantage 
when it ends.

This economy
has a silver lining

LETTERS   TO THE EDITOR

This is the viewpoint of John Israelson, President - President Sandvik Coromant US
and is taken from a leading US publication.
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Investing in new technology
and refining processes

provides substantial benefits,
but enhancing

workforce capability
is equally important.

Many suppliers,
whether they provide

machine tools, cutting tools,
or manufacturing software,

offer free or
affordable training programs





Radan CAD/CAM software ensures customers can 
take their business to the next level by getting the
most from their manufacturing process, through

increasing productivity, improving efficiency and reducing
costs. Radan's powerful new nester ensures maximum
material utilisation. It is ten times faster on average, 
reducing waste, saving customers considerable amounts of
money. 

A number of different specialist Radan programs are
used by customers from around the world: 

• Radan 3D is a high performance and versatile 
3D modeling package designed to simplify sheet metal
design and engineering assembly modeling. It creates and 
modifies 3D sheet metal parts and assemblies, providing
design flexibility and a unique 2D-to-3D method of creating
3D objects. Unfolding is automatic and flexible, and

because it can easily import models from other systems it
makes flat blank development easy.

• Radview is an intranet drawing and document 
management system, giving straightforward, effective and
secure control of drawing distribution. 

• Radraft provides a comprehensive draughting 
solution for drawing preparation and all 2D geometry
manipulation. 

• RadviewDNC enables machine tools to be used as
effectively as possible, and gives the operator information
needed to manufacture to a current production schedule,
including CNC programs, tool settings, detailed drawings 
of components, raw material needs, and an annotated nest
layout. 

• RadbendCNC provides offline programming for press
brake machines. It is completely integrated with Radan 3D,
enabling full, accurate 3D-model simulation of the bending

INDUSTRY   NEWS

Radan is a principal brand of Planit Software - recently ranked by CIMdata 
as the world's fastest growing CAM vendor, with most industrial users.
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Radan - one of
the world’s

most powerful
sheet metal

software

cover s tory



process, and includes advanced features such as 
automatic bend sequence calculation, automatic tool 
selection and finger stop placement. After examining the
part to be programmed, the system automatically 
determines a bending sequence taking into account part
geometry and best machinery practice. The ability to 
program and verify bending operations offline frees up
valuable machine time and improves first-off reliability,
reducing manufacturing costs. And RadendCNC also 
eliminates costly mistakes with automatic collision 
detection, both for the tooling and the machine tool 
itself. 

• Radprofile combines sophisticated technology 
with a high level of automation to provide powerful and
effective CNC programming for laser, plasma, flame cutting
and waterjet machines across the range of 
manufacturers.

• Radpunch has strength in depth to match the
sophistication of today's punching machinery. Its 
comprehensive tooling support includes wheels, slug-less
slitters, scribing tools and shears. Close proximity slitting
tools that allow punching near the clamps are also fully
supported. Radpunch systems are pre-configured to 
replicate customers' particular machine tool, and a unique
graphical interface makes it simple and quick to prepare 

a part for picking. Radan's huge library of post processors
and machine simulation program verifiers supports this
high level of machine-specific functionality.

• Radnest incorporates fully generalised nesting that
analyses the true shape of components, dramatically
increasing sheet utilisation and delivering substantial
material cost savings. When used with Radprofile, 
Radnest can produce nests that use common line cuts
between adjacent parts to reduce cycle time and increase
material utilisation.

Having been specifically designed to work with 
any CNC machine available in the industry today, 
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Radan ensures that when customers purchased new
machines, their investment in manufacturing software is
protected.

Amongst Radan's unrivalled array of functions 
and benefits which reduce costs and increase profits:

• Comprehensive design functionality
• Efficient and accurate tool path 

generation
• Collision-free manufacture
• Maximised material utilisation
• Offline press brake programming
• Support for all machine tools
• Automated costing and quotations
• Manufacturing process management.

About Radan
Radan is the most powerful sheet metal CAD/CAM 

software in the world, helping customers increase their
material utilisation and reduce inventory - and offers 
a significant return on investment. Radan is a principal
brand of Planit Software - recently ranked by CIMdata as
the world's fastest growing CAM vendor, with most 
industrial users. 

For further information visit www.radan.com

About Planit
Planit is a global supplier of design and manufacturing

software for the engineering, woodworking and
stone industries. The company provides its customers with 
products and services that enable them to improve 
the productivity of their machine tools, shorten design 
and manufacturing time, optimize material usage and 
deliver high quality goods and services to their 
customers. Planit's solutions are best-in-class within their
respective markets and are integral to the success 
of thousands of companies of every size around 
the globe.

For further information visit www.planit.com

For more information contact Stillam on 
TEL: 011 455 2812, www.stillam.com
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“Radan has paid for itself time and time again as a vital part of our
sheet metal manufacturing process.”

“I used to hand program machine tools, and Radan is the only software I know
that will allow me to cater for our individual requirements that would otherwise
need to be done by hand, because we can tailor it for our specific needs.”
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MTP appointed agents for
Turkish sheet metal

manufacturer, Ermaksan

The family run company, which started in 1965 with
five employees as a milling workshop and folder, 
press brake and shear manufacturer, now numbers

1200 staff and has greatly expanded the 'Ermak' product 
portfolio to cover the entire sheet metal range. New 
products now include laser cutting machines, plasma 
cutting machines and turret punch presses. 

Erol Özkayan founded Ermaksan forty years ago. 
His son, Ahmet, is now the managing director and his
daughter, Neslihan, is the sales director for the company.
The second generation of management has brokered great
changes in the company, fostering a culture of innovation,
adding new product lines and investing around 
40 million euros on the new 60 000 m² factory which 
(combined with its older HQ) now gives the company a total
of nearly 80,000 m² of production space. 

Ermaksan manufactures 3000 machines annually with
600 qualified staff and exports 80% of its production
through agents under the brand ERMAK from Canada to
New Zealand, more than 70 countries in the world.

CNC press brakes between two metres and 20 metre
length and 40 ton and 4 000 tons, and CNC guillotine
shears between two metres and 12 metres length and
three mm and 45 mm capacity are amongst its products. 
A large part of the company's R&D and innovation process
is based upon new technical projects, customer feedback
and technical resources. Ermaksan has already planned
this strategy into its production schedule of CE certified
equipment. It stopped production of conventional press

brakes in 2007 to focus upon the more efficient CNC press
brakes that it now produces, echoing European 
requirements for greater production efficiency.

Over and above the CNC press brakes and guillotines
that the company offers, Ermaksan also manufactures
plasma cutters, CNC punch presses, conventional hydraulic
press brakes, CNC hydraulic variable rake guillotine shears,
hydraulic swing beam shears, iron workers and mechanical
guillotine shears. 

Lasers
Ermaksan also manufactures a range of lasers.

Marketed under the LM Lasermak Series the laser power
sources are 2,500 Watt, 4,000 Watt, 6,000 Watt and bed
sizes vary.

Machine Tool Promotions (MTP)
MTP have been based in Vanderbijlpark in the Vaal

Triangle region since the mid 1980's. The group of 
companies focuses on the following range of related 
engineering products and services:

• The sale of new machine tools
• The sale of used or modernised machine tools
• The rebuilding or modernising of machine tools
• The CNC retrofitting of machine tools
• Specialised, high-precision machining
• Heavy-duty fabrication and structural steel erection

For further details contact MTP on TEL: 016 9311564

A relentless focus on R&D over the past six years has helped
to speed growth and market share for Ermaksan, the Turkish

sheet metal machine tool manufacturer.
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The operation, churning out dashboard carrier panels,
body parts, front and rear bumpers, and chassis 
parts, would employ 250 people once it reached 

full production.
The plant supplied the Volkswagen Group South Africa

(VW Group SA), which produced the new Polo for the 
local and export markets, and the Polo Vivo for the 
local market.

With around 40% space still available for future 
expansion, Benteler boss Hubertus Benteler - it being a
fourth-generation family-owned business - said that the
130-year-old company would also seek to secure work 

from other local vehicle manufacturers, a process which
would take shape over the next 2 to 3 years. 

He added that the new plant is number 68 for the
group, with number 69 and 70 already under construction
in India and China.

The Uitenhage plant saw the introduction of a 
country-first hot-forming line, where blank steel parts, 
such as the A-pillar on a car, are shaped while heated to
900 °C.

Benteler Automotive CEO Hein van Gerwen said that
body parts were traditionally welded together, which added
weight to the vehicle. "So, Benteler invented hot-forming. 

Benteler opens parts plant, 
featuring hot-forming

technology, in Uitenhage
In November last year German parts producer Benteler cut the ribbon on its

R178 million new plant in the Nelson Mandela Bay Logistics Park, in Uitenhage.

The new VW Polo in production
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If you shape a blank while it is still hot, there is no 
springback." (Springback refers to the tendency of 
material to partially return to its original shape when 
cold-worked, because of the elastic recovery of the 
material.)

In the end, this means that these parts are stronger,
lighter and dimensionally more accurate.

Benteler said that the South African factory was unique
in that the decision to invest was made in April 2009, 
when the recession had well and truly bared its teeth and
Benteler had lost 30% of the sales it had forecast for 
the year.

However, he 
emphasised that the
company believed 
in its South African 
investment on the 
back of strong 
government support 
for the automotive
industry, a vibrant
Volkswagen brand, 
and a strong 
localisation programme.

He noted that
importing parts from
Asia to South Africa, for
example, building a 
car here, and then 
exporting that car to
Europe, meant a part
could spend six months
on the ocean.

"Benteler is key to
VW Group SA's 
business strategy to
increase the local 
content in the new 
Polo and the 
Polo Vivo to in excess 
of 70%," added 
VW Group SA 
MD David Powels.

Benteler, together
with other parts 
manufacturers
Faurecia, Grupo Antolin,
Rehau and Flex tech
had invested more than
R700 million and 
created more than 
600 jobs in the logistics
park in the past 
12 months, he said.

"Importantly, this
investment enables 
VW Group SA to 
manufacture in
excess of 120 000
vehicles a year for
both the export
and domestic markets.
It is exactly this level
of investment that 
helps provide an 
original equipment 
manufacturer 

(OEM, or car manufacturer), with a hedge against the
threat of imports to the South Africa automotive 
manufacturing industry," said Powels.

"Four years ago, VW Group SA commenced a 
R5 billion investment programme in new plant, 
new technologies, new product and the required people
skills development. One of the fundamental pillars
of this ambitious investment programme was to take
local content levels from below 40% to in excess of 70%. 
Together with Benteler and our other suppliers, we 
have achieved this."







In 1986 Georg Fischer Corporation acquired 
Charmilles Technologies SA. and subsequently in 1996
Georg Fischer acquired a majority shareholding in 

Agie Holding Ltd. The two companies Charmilles and 
Agie merged to become the Agie Charmilles Group, 
a world leader in the manufacture of EDM and related
equipment.

In South Africa the companies had separate 
representation in the form of the Retecon Group 
representing Charmilles and Fischli & Fuhrmann 
representing the Agie group of products. These 
relationships continued until 2010. 

The Retecon Group has now been appointed to 

represent the full
range of EDM 
related products.
These include die
sinking and wire 
cutting EDM, 
as well as hole
drilling EDM.

GF AgieCharmilles
is a world leading
supplier of
machines, 
automation 
solutions and 
services to the tool
and moldmaking
industry as well as
to manufacturers of 
precision parts and 
components. 

GF AgieCharmilles' products range from 
electric discharge machines (EDM), laser ablation, 
high-speed (HSM) and high-performance milling (HPM) 
centers through tooling, services, spare parts, wear parts
and consumables to automation solutions. 

As a globally active company, GF AgieCharmilles 
is part of the Swiss Georg Fischer Group and has 50 sites
worldwide. Its 2,543 employees generated sales of 
CHF 578 million in 2009. 

For further details contact the Retecon Group on
TEL: 011 976 8600
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Retecon Group
appointed to represent

the full range of
GF AgieCharmilles

EDM machines

GF AgieCharmilles'
products range from 

electric discharge
machines (EDM),

laser ablation,
high-speed (HSM) and

high-performance
milling (HPM) centers

through tooling,
services, spare parts,

wear parts and
consumables to

automation solutions 





The purpose of the Swedish Steel Prize is to provide
inspiration and to disseminate knowledge about high
strength steel and the potential for developing lighter,

safer, and more environmentally sound products 
- all qualities of the prizewinning solution.

Dump trucks used in mining operations are exposed to
extremely tough conditions. Van Reenen uses high strength
abrasion-resistant steel in an innovative truck body design
to create a lighter and more sustainable structure. For
users, the vehicle weight is reduced by eight tons, or 
19 percent. Operating and maintenance costs are lower, as
is environmental impact due to lower emissions.

"Van Reenen's solution is very interesting and shows
the benefits of high-strength steels," says Martin Lindqvist,
chairman of the jury and Business Area Manager SSAB.
"The emergence of innovative thinking for such a 
well-known and tested design as a dumper body is very
inspiring."

"Just to be nominated was a great honour, but to be
declared the final winner is certainly the highlight of 
my 25 years in design engineering, and the most important

technical achievement of Van Reenen Steel in the 20 years
of its existence. This prize shows that our team of design
engineers in South Africa can hold their own with the best
in the world," says Bertus Haasbroek, Technical Manager at
Van Reenen Steel.

The other nominees received runner-up prizes in the
2010 Swedish Steel Prize competition. They are Blupoint
PTY Ltd from Australia, Ruthmann GmbH & Co from
Germany, and Wranne Fåhraeus Design AB from Sweden.

About the winning entry: 
The new award-winning truck body design features a

raised ridge dividing the floor of the truck body down the
middle. This design modification offers the clear 
advantages of less wear and easier unloading. In addition
to a stronger and more rigid construction, the vehicle
weight was also reduced by eight tons. This weight 
reduction saves fuel, is good for the environment, and
allows the vehicle to carry a larger load.

Improved rigidity, more even weight distribution, and
higher wear resistance make the bed last longer. 
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The 2010 international Swedish Steel Prize
went to the South African company Van Reenen Steel Ltd.

The company has developed a lighter and more durable body 
for dump trucks in the mining industry.







The choice of steel has also reduced the vehicle weight.
The truck body is the creation of South African company
Van Reenen Steel Ltd, which has been nominated for the
Swedish Steel Prize for its solution. 

Van Reenen Steel designs and builds equipment for
loading and transports used in large open-pit mines 
worldwide. The company's truck body uses steel plate with
high wear resistance and strength. 

"These vehicles are loaded with materials that cause
extremely high wear and tear," says John van Reenen,
founder and CEO of Van Reenen Steel. "Moreover, each
vehicle has to handle tremendous loads. With high strength
steels, the bed lasts substantially longer." 

8 ton weight reduction 
The choice of steel and the new, proprietary truck bed

profile have enabled the company to reduce the weight of
the truck bodies by eight tons, while cutting fuel 
consumption by ten percent. In purely monetary terms, the

new truck bed is expected to save almost SEK 40,000 in
operating expense per month and vehicle. Some mines in
China have over 200 trucks and can achieve huge savings. 

"The steel we chose can really handle the wear and
tear," says John. "We measure the wear on a regular basis
and the assessment is that the new truck beds will last for
at least 30,000 hours before requiring renovation." 

Longer service life, easier tipping 
Truck bodies typically require an initial review after

10,000 hours and then a thorough renovation after 12,000
to 16,000 hours. One of the new truck bodies has now
been in operation for more than 18,000 hours without any
maintenance repairs. 

"In the long run our truck bodies could quite possibly
have the same service life as the truck chassis, which is
about 12 years," says John. 

The new design with a ridge down the middle of the 
bed also facilitates tipping. The rock slides off in a steady
stream, instead of releasing all at once. Tipping is faster
and the bed is emptied at a relatively low angle. Van
Reenen's new design is based on material choices, but
uses a mix of high-strength steels with different 
hardnesses and durability. The truck bed floor and sides
are built of abrasion-resistant steel. The side bars, under
body, and protective screen are made of advanced high
strength construction steel. 

Facts
Van Reenen's truck bodies are built with 30 and 40 mm

Hardox 400 in the bottom. The rounded corners have 
16 mm Hardox 450 in the front and 30 mm Hardox 500 in
the rear. The side plates are made of 12 mm Hardox 450.
All structural parts are made of Weldox 700 (10/12/166 mm).
The cab cover is made of 8 and 12 mm Weldox 700.
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Ambassador Gips and Bill Lehmberg, Economic Officer
at the US Consulate General in Cape Town, 
visited the Engine Plant in order to gain first-hand

insight into the massive investment in the facility in the
build-up to the production of the new-generation 
Puma diesel engine.

More than R3 billion is being invested in the 
Struandale Engine Plant in Port Elizabeth for the 
Puma engine, as well as in the Silverton Assembly Plant 
in Pretoria for the production of the new-generation 
Ranger compact pick-up - with most of the capacity 
destined for export markets when the projects come
on line.

"Ford has made an important investment in 
South Africa, and as my role is to promote more investment
and trade between our two countries, I wanted to see the
progress first hand," Ambassador Gips stated.

"It has been a wonderful experience to witness the
transformation of the Struandale Engine Plant. The thing
that struck me most during our tour of the plant is that this
is a truly global economy.  You see machines made in
Germany, engineers from America and India, cast-iron 
components from Brazil, all put together as part of this
global product that is the new Puma engine."

Ambassador Gips also acknowledged and congratulated
the Struandale Engine Plant team on the effort they put
into winning this global contract for the high-tech new
Puma engine, having competed against numerous other
top-ranked plants around the world.

"It's clear
that it took a
remarkable
effort and 
commitment to
win the Puma
contract for the
Struandale
Engine Plant
and, importantly,
this has 
guaranteed
Ford's future in
this region,"
Ambassador Gips
said. "It really is
a win-win 
situation for
South Africa and
the US that 
Ford is able to
produce the
engine and 
components 
here and, in
doing so, create
jobs and 
become a true
global player."

The Puma engine programme will see 
the Port Elizabeth facility producing 
220 000 component sets (engine head, 
block and crankshaft) annually as of 
April 2011, 75 000 of which will be 
used for the assembly of complete engines 
for shipping to Silverton for the new Ranger,
beginning in June 2011.
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The Ford Struandale Engine Plant proudly hosted United States Ambassador
Donald H Gips during a visit to Port Elizabeth, as part of his efforts to strengthen

economic ties between South Africa and the US.

US Ambassador gives Ford
Engine Plant thumbs up

At the end of last year the plant
produced its first validation build engines

in the build-up for the Puma
global engine export programme

to kick off later this year

US Ambassador gives Ford Engine Plant
thumbs up: John Cameron
(New Programs and Engineering Manager),
Mike Strancar (Crankshaft Line Process Engineer),
Jim Beagle (Puma Global Program Leader), 
Hyron Muniz (Production Team Manager), 
US Ambassador Donald H Gips,
Kenneth Stitely (Cinetic Landis Service Engineer), 
Oscar Sundu (Operations Manager),
Faizal de Doncker (MP and L Manager),
Charles Smith (Crankshaft IMT), 
Clive Johnson (Human Resources Business Partner)
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Notably, the Struandale Engine Plant enjoys the 
unique privilege of being the sole Global Puma source of
machined components for the new generation Ranger, 
and shares the engine assembly volume for the Puma 
programme.

First validation build engines rolled out
At the end of last

year the plant produced
its first validation build
engines in the build-up
for the Puma global
engine export 
programme to kick off
later this year.

The historical first
engine emerging from
the brand-new Puma
assembly hall has set
the ball rolling for the
initial series of engine
assembly trials that are
being used to evaluate
the capabilities of the
new and refurbished
facilities.

This programme
also assesses the
readiness of the
employees, who have
undergone extensive
training on the 
new-generation engine,
which is known 
internally as 'Puma',
and which belongs to
Ford's Duratorq diesel
engine family.

"This is a really
exciting time for the
Struandale engine
plant," said Ford Motor
Company of Southern
Africa operations 
vice-president Peter
Lawson in December.
"The equipment is in
place, the stations are
fully operational and all
of the best-in-class
quality initiatives have
been implemented."

"Certainly there is
still a lot of work ahead
as the team conducts
detailed trials and
reviews to ensure that
the capability is up to
the required standard,
but it is fantastic to see
the first batch of
engines finished, and
the assembly line 

running," he added.
"We're in really good shape in terms of timing," Lawson

noted.
"The engine plant will be machining components and

assembling engines over the next couple of months as we
continue with the validations and capability studies, 
building up to job one in the second quarter of 2011."

“It's clear that it took a remarkable effort and commitment to win the
Puma contract for the Struandale Engine Plant.”
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Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp. (DS SolidWorks)
unveiled the SolidWorks® 2011 product line, 
delivering new ways to speed product design, 

deepen collaboration, and strengthen designers' engagement
with manufacturing.

The new SolidWorks 2011 family of products includes 
hundreds of improvements requested by customers who use
SolidWorks every day to design new products, validate their
performance, communicate with partners, manage design
data, and minimise a product's impact on the environment. 

With an emphasis on improving design productivity, 
communication of designs more effectively, maximising 
intellectual property value and shortening product delivery

times all SolidWorks 2011 products improve speed and 
reliability by using memory more efficiently when working with
large designs and during prolonged work sessions.

In addition to refinements throughout, SolidWorks 2011's
new CAD and PDM capabilities will enable engineering groups
to intelligently tackle new challenges in the design of products
and production systems. 

Below is selection of users and company personnel that
attended the launch of SolidWorks 2011, in South Africa, held
last year at Blue Valley Golf Estate.                                  

For more information contact the local agent 
Mecad Systems on TEL: 086 111 2236 or visit the website
www.mecad.co.za 

Focus on speed and collaboration enables design teams 
to work more productively and profitably.

SolidWorks 2011 launch:
Turn good ideas into

great results

Dewald Dooge, Chris van Dyk and Hofmeyr Joubert,
all from Marcè Fire Fighting Technology

Grant Rens and Lee Bonney, both of Centurion Systems
with Hannes Landman of Mecad Systems

Werner Vonk of Vonk CAD & Engineering Solutions, 
Riaan Ludwick of Dalein Agriplan, Andreas Faurie of SolidCAD 

and Francois Greyling of Dalein Agriplan

The Mecad Systems team with one of the exhibits. 
The fire fighting vehicle, manufactured by 

Marcè Fire Fighting Equipment, which was designed on SolidWorks





Higher Education and Training Minister Blade
Nzimande said that the country would move towards
implementing a simple, single approach 

apprenticeship-based artisan development system, as
opposed to the current Sector Education and Training
Authority (Seta) driven process, which has resulted in much
confusion in terms of artisan development.

While the Seta-driven process has been comprehensive,
it has not been centrally coordinated with no single 
minimum standard to comply with or national moderation

of the Seta quality assurance strategies, the Minister said
in a media briefing prior to a round-table discussion with
business leaders in Johannesburg.

He noted that the differing standards at Further
Education and Training (FET) colleges, was of particular
concern, as this was the main supplier of skilled artisans.

To that end, Nzimande launched the National Artisan
Moderation Body, which would coordinate artisan 
development programmes and ensure that a minimum
quality standard is met by all training institutions.

New body launched
to coordinate artisan training

programmes
Artisan training is a key priority for government,

stated Higher Education and Training Minister Nzimande, saying that
South Africa "sorely needed" more artisans.



The body would be legally established before the end of
2010 and would be located at the Institute for the National
Development of Learnerships, Employment Skills and
Labour Assessments, within the Department of Higher
Education and Training.

Artisan training is a key priority for government, stated
Nzimande, saying that South Africa "sorely needed" more
artisans.

He said that the department plans to further strengthen
the FET colleges and to increase the
number of accredited artisan 
training centres, particularly in
South Africa's rural areas.

The Department of Economic
Development announced plans to
produce 50 000 additional artisans
by 2015, as part of its larger plans
to create five-million new jobs over
the next ten years.

Nzimande met with the CEOs and
senior representatives of some of
South Africa's largest businesses, as
well as with the management of
State-owned enterprises, to devise plans to increase the
number of qualified artisans.

The Minister urged businesses to commit to making
contributions towards reaching this goal.

He called on employers to work with FET colleges to
assist in growing and funding the capacity and 
infrastructure needs of these colleges.

Further, he encouraged businesses to open more 

workplace opportunities for artisan learners, saying that
companies that employed such learners could receive tax
allowances of between R60 000 and R80 000 a year for
each young learner they employ.

In addition, companies could also assist by providing
mentorship to the management and students at 
FET colleges, as well as provide support in terms of 
curriculum development for these colleges.

The Department of Higher Education and Training
would, in 2011, undertake a 
comprehensive review of the 
curriculum taught by these colleges.
Nzimande noted that it was hoping
to have the curriculum in line with
the type of artisans it wants to 
produce by the end of 2012.

The department would also seek
to improve career guidance at 
secondary school level, to ensure
that the youth was made aware of
the opportunities that FET colleges
and artisan training institutions
could provide to pupils who might

not be able to go to university.
Artisan training was a sure way to access employment,

he stated.
Another significant challenge that the department was

planning to deal with, was how to improve the pass rate of
those individuals taking trade tests. The pass rate currently
stood at about 46%, but the department was hopeful that
it could improve this rate to in excess of 60% by 2014.

He said that the department
plans to further strengthen

the FET colleges and to
increase the number of

accredited artisan training
centres, particularly in

South Africa's rural areas
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The long-awaited Vistula
project aims to rejuvenate
the Army's logistical truck

fleet. It is estimated that
Vistula could involve around 
1 000 to 1 500 new vehicles.

The intent of BAE Systems
Land Systems South Africa and
Iveco Defence Vehicles is to
generate consistent 
engineering and manufacturing
work within South Africa, say
the companies in a statement.
They add that both companies
already support the South
African Army vehicle fleet.

"This is a very positive
cooperation for us," says 
Land Systems South Africa 
MD Johan Steyn. "The track
record of these two companies
will ensure a strong 
partnership."

"We are delighted to join BAE Systems for this project,"
adds Iveco Defence Vehicles director Flavio Marchesoni.
"This cooperation will fully exploit the potential of our 
experience achieved through more than 70 years in the 
military trucks business."

With about 105 000 employees worldwide, BAE Systems'

sales exceeded $34,4 billion in 2008.
With annual sales of $16,2 billion in 2008, Iveco

employs more than  27 000 people and runs 27 production
units in 16 countries.

For further information, please contact Natasha Pheiffer,
BAE Systems TEL: 079 526 2362 

BAE Systems and Iveco
to jointly pursue

Army's Vistula project
BAE Systems and Iveco to jointly pursue Army's Vistula project





The new production programme for the local
and export markets would see a R2 billion
investment in the local arm of the 

Daimler group, expanding capacity at the plant
from around 50 000 units a year, to 
65 000 units a year. Between 1 000 and 
1 500 new jobs would be created, mostly at
component supplier level.

Confirming the investment, Daimler AG board
management member for manufacturing and
procurement Mercedes-Benz cars and vans 
Dr Wolfgang Bernhard said that the company
was "delighted to include South Africa among
the four manufacturing locations around the
world to build the next-generation C-Class 
- the most popular model within the 
Mercedes-Benz passenger car [range]". 
He said that the decision made "a lot of 
business sense", and that it was based on 
reasons of economy and quality.

The three other Mercedes-Benz plants 
selected to produce the next-generation C-Class
are in Germany, China and the US.

Bernhard sang the praises of the local 
company when he noted that the plant in 
East London had been "recognised repeatedly

for its excellent
production 
quality" by 
JD Power 
& Associates,
and that it was 
"the best 
manufacturing
plant in the 
industry".

The plant
had been 
producing 
C-Class 
models since
1994.

"This success is not
least due to the great efforts of the East London plant's
team and its stringent application of the Mercedes-Benz 
production system, with its robust processes and rigorous
quality standards," noted Bernhard.

He added that MBSA had also provided Daimler with a
business and production plan to manufacture the new 
C-Class that was competitive globally.

"Hence, our decision to also build the next-generation
of our C-Class at the East London plant is a logical step.

Mercedes-Benz SA
secures new C-Class contract

in R2 billion investment
Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) has clinched the contract to produce
the next generation C-Class at its East London plant, in the Eastern Cape,

with production to start in 2014.
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“We can now go
full steam ahead

with our
preparations to

build the
next generation

of this
successful

Mercedes-Benz
model.”



This new, additional investment follows
numerous significant investments,
totalling over R5 billion, that Daimler AG
has made in South Africa over the past
ten years."

MBSA's future export programme
would include building left- and 
right-hand drive C-Class models for
export to markets in Africa and the Asia
Pacific region. This was a shift from the
company's current C-Class export 
programme, which targeted the US
exclusively, but a return to the markets
the company had served prior to the 
current C-Class model.

Delighted with the announcement
and the vote of confidence in the local
operations, MBSA CEO Dr Hansgeorg

Niefer said that the company had had
"immense success in South Africa with
the C-Class".

"Today is very special, as we can now
go full steam ahead with our 
preparations to build the next 
generation of this successful 
Mercedes-Benz model. Just recently, we
exported the 100 000th C-Class built in
East London. In the first quarter of
2011, we should reach the half-a-million
mark of C-Class vehicles produced locally
since 1994, which marked the model's
start of production in South Africa."
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Dr Wolfgang Bernhard said that the company was
“Delighted to include South Africa among the four manufacturing locations

around the world to build the next-generation C-Class - the most popular model
within the Mercedes-Benz passenger car [range].”

He said that the decision made “a lot of business sense”, and that it was
based on reasons of economy and quality

Daimler AG board management member for
manufacturing and procurement Mercedes-Benz
cars and vans Dr Wolfgang Bernhard



The investment also provided for extensive skills 
development and training locally and in Germany, as
well as for new plant and equipment, and the 

introduction of some of the latest manufacturing technology.
"We will bring more than a dozen new technologies to

South Africa in the car and production processes," said
Niefer. "MBSA will localise more
than 40% [up from the current
35%] of the components for this
new vehicle. We expect to see more
investors and new suppliers, all
with the latest technologies, 
coming to the country. These 
developments will certainly
strengthen the entire automotive
value chain."

Niefer could not yet quantify the number of new suppliers
he expected to enter the country, adding that existing 
suppliers would be looked after first in securing work for the
new C-Class.

The changes necessary for production of the 

next-generation C-Class in the plant would take place in a
phased manner along with the continued production of the
current C-Class, right up to run-out.

"The plant has the capacity to add a third shift, which
means it will be able to run 24 hours per working day
depending on market demand," noted Niefer.

He added that MBSA intended
to make the best possible use of
the advantages and incentives 
presented through government's
Industrial Policy Action Programme,
as well as the Automotive
Investment Scheme and the future
Automotive Production
Development Programme, to be
implemented in 2013.

The Mercedes-Benz East London plant, employing more
than 2 400 people, had produced more than 41 000
Mercedes-Benz C-Class sedans in 2009.

Mercedes-Benz had been active in South Africa since 1954
and acquired the majority of the East London plant in 1984.

This R2 billion investment was expected to enhance the economic impact 
of Mercedes-Benz' activities in South Africa, both directly through its 

own operations, as well as indirectly, such as on the component supplier level.
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“The plant has the capacity to
add a third shift, which means
it will be able to run 24 hours

per working day depending on
market demand” noted Niefer





Continuing with its plan of fulfilling a
long-term "multi-brand and channel
strategy" to improve access to 

Widia metalcutting products and services
to customers worldwide and to build a
brand that is as familiar worldwide as it
has been in Europe for many decades, the
Widia Products Group has appointed
recently formed Widatech as its approved
distributor in South Africa.

Widatech, based in Wilbart, Germiston,
Gauteng, is headed up by Ronnie Graham
who has over 18 years of experience in
selling cutting, forming and related tools in
South Africa.  

Last year Kennametal Inc. launched
the Widia Products Group with the
announcement that Kennametal Inc. had
migrated its current brands of 
metalcutting tools and tooling systems into
two portfolios:
 Widia Products Group
 Kennametal Products Group

Each portfolio was taken to market separately. The Widia
Products Group brands are positioned primarily as a 
distributor brand, while Kennametal is positioned primarily
as a direct brand that is also sold through selected 
value-added resellers.

The Widia Products Group includes well known brands
such as Widia™, Widia-Hanita™, Widia-Rubig™, 
Widia-Manchester™, Widia-Clapp-DiCo™, Widia-GTD™,
Widia-Circle™, Widia-MetCut™ and Widia-MetalRemoval™. 

The Widia brand, well-known in Europe, was established
in Germany in 1929. The company possesses a rich 
heritage as one of the first innovators in developing 
tungsten carbide for use as a cutting tool material. 
Widia also claims the world's first patent for coating 
indexable inserts and developing the world's first coated
grades. The Widia name comes from the German phrase
"hart wie diamant" or "hard as a diamond" and is 
synonymous in Europe with carbide cutting tools as 
Ferrari is to high-performance automobiles.

The Widia company was acquired by Kennametal Inc. 
in 2002.

Widia unveils Widatech
as its approved distributor

in South Africa
Kennametal Inc owned Widia Products Group has appointed Widatech

as its approved distributor in South Africa.
The appointment takes effect from January 2011.

The WIDIA Top Cut™and Top Cut Plus™indexable drill lines
are now available in an expanded range of tool bodies  

The Widia Products Group has appointed recently formed Widatech as its approved
distributor in South Africa. In the picture is Ronnie Graham, who heads up Widatech
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"This clear brand 
alignment directs a powerful
flow of innovation, products,
and services to manufacturers
worldwide," said 
Kennametal chairman and
CEO Carlos M. Cardoso.
"Metalcutting customers 
benefit from a more 
streamlined organisation,
making it even easier to do
business with us as we
provide one of the most
innovative bundle of 
products and services
available to meet their
needs." 

"The Widia brands are
leaders in their respective
fields and offer a 
complete portfolio of 
precision-engineered 
products" said 
Ronnie Graham. "With 
thousands of milling, turning, holemaking, and tooling 
systems products you will find everything you need from
one single source. Custom solution services, technical 
support to select the right tools, set up and education and
training in the use of the tools, will remain key initiatives in
the expansion of the Widia brand-building efforts, as well
as to realise notable gains in productivity for the customer"

continued Graham.
"New product introductions and 

continual updating of the product
portfolio are another core element
supporting the Widia product 
success. The recent inclusion of
the Widia-MetCut™ and 
Widia-MetalRemoval™ is a strong
indication of the philosophy of
the Group to provide tooling
from the spindle to the final
product to improve a 
customer's bottom line" 
said Graham.

WIDIA-MetalRemoval end
mills are available in dozens

of standard and specialty 
configurations for roughing,
finishing, and other 
metalworking tasks. 
WIDIA-MetalRemoval burs 
also come in a wide range of
sizes, shapes, and cut 
styles.

WIDIA-MetCut tools include proprietary-geometry spade
drills, reamers with available custom cutting profiles, and
port contour cutters that meet ISO specifications, among
many others.

For further details contact Widatech on 
TEL: 011 450 2108 or Ronnie Graham on 082 903 0296,
Email: ronnie@widatech.co.za or visit www.widatech.co.za

New high-performance WIDIA Victory™turning grades,
part of the new Widia Victory platform of advanced turning,

milling, and holemaking tools, are delivering
higher productivity results, including improved surface finishes

and longer tool life, for steel and cast-iron applications
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Local technology infrastructure 
company, Telenetix Technology
Solutions has once again grabbed the

attention of the ICT industry both locally
and abroad with its T-Cube™ Modulus 
modular data centre, using a standard 
ISO shipping container as the basis for its
design and construction. Earlier in 2009,
Telenetix was responsible for designing and
manufacturing the very first mobile police
service centre that was deployed and
launched in Diepsloot by former Gauteng
Premier, Paul Mashatile.

"Portability and Modularity is redefining
the future of the global ICT industry, when it
comes to making sustainable ICT 
infrastructure investments" according to
Dean Hall, Director at Telenetix.

Telenetix's modular Technology Data
Centre (the T-Cube™ Modulus), the first of
its kind on the African Continent, is a 

fully home-grown data centre solution which is perfectly
suited for deployment to the African environment and
offers unrivalled flexibility, scalability, power efficiency and 
capacity at a fraction of the cost of its traditional brick and
mortar predecessor. Remarkably, the first unit 
manufactured was exported to Australia on the 
10th December 2010, where it will be installed and used
as hosting facility for a local ISP.

According to Gartner Inc., one of the world's leading
information technology research and advisory companies 
"A strategic technology is defined as one with the potential
for significant impact on the enterprise in the next three
years". "Reshaping the Data Centre" is among the top 10 
of these strategic technologies mentioned by 
Gartner. 

After much investment and months of research and
development, Telenetix is convinced beyond any 
uncertainty that they are on the cusp of launching such a
strategic technology… in the form of the T-Cube™ Range 
of Modular/Containerised Data Centres.

Since Google and Microsoft pioneered the concept of
containerised data centre infrastructure in the USA,
Telenetix has optimised both the design and manufacturing
standards of it's own proprietary T-Cube™ Modulus, and
offers enhanced performance while ensuring power energy
efficiency (PUE ratio of approximately 1,3) within its 
"green" data centre. This augurs well for both the 
environment and business, considering the use of 
recycled containers and reduction in electricity 
consumption normally associated with conventional, 
power-hungry data centres.  

The T-Cube™ Modulus is expected to redefine 
both customers' business and technology operations, 

Reshaping the data centre
Telenetix's modular Technology Data Centre (the T-Cube™ Modulus), the first of

its kind on the African Continent, is a fully home-grown data centre solution.

T-Cube™ Modulus modular data centre developed by Telenetix

The Smartrac III server racks developed and manufactured 
by Modrac, a local sheetmetal company, are used in the T-Cube™

Modulus modular data centre
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giving them the competitive edge in the marketplace.   
"We are extremely proud to bring to the marketplace, 

a locally manufactured, robust data centre solution that is
capable of enabling a multiplicity of ICT requirements such
as, but not limited: 

• Cloud Computing & Virtualisation    
• Hosting   
• Social Computing & Computer Networking   
• Business 

Continuity 
& DR   

• Storage 
& Security   

• Broadcasting 
& Transmission"

Whilst most 
mindsets are still fixed
on traditional data 
centre infrastructure,
customers around the
world are making the
transition and believe
that incremental 
scalability achieved
through the modular
version, will deliver
greater ROI, 
operational efficiency
and market access.

"Telenetix will
always be at the 
forefront of developing
technology 
infrastructure solutions
that will enable both
government and 
business to get closer
to its citizenry; 
something our present
political leadership is
equally passionate
about. Our continued
focus on manufacturing
of mobile and portable
technologies, serves to
enable the provisioning
of services throughout
urban and remote 
locations alike" said
Keith Kenneth, a
Director at Telenetix.

High density racking
for data centres

The Smartrac III
server racks 
- high density racking
for data centres 
- have been developed
and manufactured by
Modrac, a local 
sheetmetal company
manufacturing 

enclosures for servers and cabling in the IT industry.
The Smartrac III server racks are used in the T-Cube™

Modulus modular data centre.

For more information contact Dean Hall of Telenetix 
on TEL: 086 188 7847 or visit www.telenetix.co.za 
or Craig Luck of Modrac on TEL: 011 386 4600 
or visit www.modrac.co.za

“Portability and Modularity is redefining the future of the global ICT industry”



In September 2010, Machine Simulation SA (MSSA)
joined the Tooling Association of South Africa (TASA) to
help develop the tool, die and mould (TDM) industry

through the use of industry standard CAD/CAM and 
PLM tool sets" says Jim Plester of MSSA.

"As part of MSSA's desire to see the local TDM industry
flourish, TASA members can gain discount on  the purchase
of any of the MSSA portfolio of products. This includes
Dassault Systemes Catia, Delmia, SmarTeam, 3dvia 
composer and C.G. Tech Vericut solutions. Since 
introducing this discount scheme, two companies have
already taken the offer up. These include Tugwell Tooling
and Design and Quad Precision Engineering" continued
Plester.

"For Geoff Tugwell, MD of Tugwell Tooling and Design,
this offer could not have come at a better time. Tugwell
have recently been awarded a contract with Ford. 
No longer will Tugwell have to go through the lengthy
process of converting a native Catia model issued from
Ford, with their current CAD system. As part of the pre
sales MSSA were able to take a model file supplied by 
Ford and in less than 30 minutes it was being 

programmed for machining" says Plester.
"This included generating run off surfaces for the blow

mould tool. This alone saved Tugwell over 12 hours on 
their current CAD process, as they were able to start 
using the supplied model straight away to design their 
tooling."

"Additionally the model retained all is intelligence,
including the embedded specifications and tolerances
applied by the Ford design engineers."

"The discount that Tugwell received in purchasing the
CATIA design & machining solution far outweighed the
costs of joining TASA, with all the additional benefits of
being a TASA member.

Machine Simulation SA are able to offer TASA members
a fully integrated CATIA design and machining workstation
(3+2 positional milling), including 8 days of certified 
training for R123,000.00 excl. VAT. Finance packages are
also available to assist companies that need the 
technology but find the initial outlay hard to justify, subject
to terms and conditions" explained Plester.

"TASA was established in 2004 as a representative
body for the South African tool, die and mould (TDM) 
making industry. Any company who is involved in tool, 
die or mould making, or supplies material to, or relies on
this essential and core industry will benefit tremendously
through participation in the TASA structures."

"TASA members benefit directly from the NTI in that
TASA participates in the multi stakeholder structures with a
focus on the initiation and governing the execution of 
deliverable based programs that address the industry
required interventions that will lead to a TDM industry that
can compete on the global playing field."

The key value parameters that drive TASA NTI 
participation are:

• To promote innovation and technology transfer.
• To promote quality standards with respect to 

product and service.
• To promote training & education.
• To promote exports & other market opportunities.
• To promote good public relations and 

communications.
• To supply sound information and advice for 

members.
• To contribute proactively to improve TDM 

competitiveness.
• To work effectively to represent the sectors interest 

at all levels of the legislative regulatory process.
• To promote and give guidance toward effective 

and sustainable Broad Based Black Economic 
Empowerment.

For further information on joining TASA please call 
Henk Snyman on TEL: 012 644 1581 and if you would like
more information on Machine Simulation SA's portfolio of
products please contact them on TEL: 011 021 0616 
or emailsales@aided.co.za.

Tangible benefits
for TASA members
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It's generally acknowledged that making
holes is by far the most common metalworking
operation. So how does a shop find a way to carve a

niche for itself applying such a common process as hole
making?

"It's simple" says Dave Heathcote of Gauteng based
shop Heathcote Engineering cc. "We design and 
manufacture our boring bars for CNC lathes at a fraction of
the cost of the imported product" he continued.

"The company has been in business for 20 years 
providing customers with precision machined components.
This is our core business, providing runs of components
from quantities of 20 upwards in most types 
of material."

"We are capable of designing components as well as
working from drawings supplied. Typical industries that our
clients are involved in include the pump, automotive, 
trucking, agriculture, conveyor, mining, tooling,
hydraulic, pneumatics and explosion
proof equipment manufacture."

"We have even installed
QuoteCAM recently so that
we are able to offer the 
customer an accurately
costed quotation."

"But it does not
stop there. In our
quest to reduce costs
we even offer the 
customers the 
opportunity to 
supply their own 
material and we only
charge for the 
machining operation.
This way the customer
saves on any material
mark-ups as well as
ensuring that the 

material specifications are correct" explained Heathcote.
"This type of philosophy led us to examine our own

methods and operations. Over the years we have always
invested in the latest CNC equipment that we can afford
and we now have three lathes and two machining centres
on the floor."

"Included in our inventory is a Takisawa TC3 lathe and a
Eumach MC800P machining centre, both owned from new.
We specialise in the machining of grey iron castings, 
aluminium and bronze castings. We have a turning capacity
of up to 300 x 1000 mm and on the vertical machining

side 500 x 500 x 800 mm."
"The latest addition is a

Microcut Challenger 2418 
vertical machining centre

supplied by CDC Machine
Tools / MJH Machine

Tools."
"With a table size

of 760 x 360 mm
and X / Y / Z axis
travel of 
625 x 455 x 510 mm
we have a very
flexible work 
envelope. But we
added a fully 
integrated 4th axis
which extends our
machining 

capability to include
rotation of the work

piece."
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The range of boring bars that Heathcote Engineering 
manufactures locally

Different configurations of the boring bars

The hole business made
affordable by

Heathcote Engineering
The reason that many businesses
survive hard times while others do not
is most often attributable to an
ability to change and adapt.
And for metalworking shops,
sometimes that means
thinking outside the work cube.
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The birth of the
Karoshi boring bars 
- four years of trials

"This machine has
been purchased 
specifically to 
manufacture the range of
boring bars that we are
now manufacturing and
marketing locally."

"It has taken us four
years of trials and testing
to feel confident that we
can now market them on
the open market. The
tests have been carried
out mainly on our
shopfloor but for the last
18 months we have been
supplying customers and
we have not had one
returned and only positive
feedback." 

"The idea to 
manufacture our own 
boring bars came about
because we felt that we
were paying too much for the imported product."

"Our boring bars are fondly known as the Karoshi boring
bars. Karoshi is a Japanese word which can be translated
literally from Japanese as "death from overwork." 

"All the boring bars have through coolant standard and
are surface hardened. The main body is sized to fit straight
into the turret, without any sleeve adaptors that can 
promote vibration. The coolant is directed to the cutting
insert edge that promotes longer tool life. This feature is
beneficial when boring deep or blind holes as it assists to
flush out chips from the boring operation."

"They are sold in sets with the standard sizes of 16, 20,
25 and 32 mm making up the majority of the stock but we
do make up specials when requested. The current range
can be fitted with the CCMT inserts and, besides the price
coming in up to 30 % cheaper than the imported 
equivalent, an added benefit of one variation of our boring
bars is they are designed so that two extra corners of the
insert can be used for straight boring only- thus reducing
insert costs."

On the drawing board
"Currently we are working on bars that will have a

longer bar as well as ones that can use WNMG and DNMG
inserts. These are at trial stage at the moment and as soon
as we are satisfied that we are not going to have any 
failures we will release them to the market."

"Also under development are split clamping blocks,
milling tools and very short large diameter U-Drills."

Boring advice
A boring bar is used on a CNC turning machine center

to enlarge the inner diameter of the pre-existing hole on
the rotationally-symmetrical workpiece or cylindrical 
workpiece. A boring bar consists of a long bar and an insert
or a single-point cutting tool which will be positioned at the
end of the long bar and used in the boring operations. A
boring bar is needed especially to get an accurate large
diameter and high surface roughness in the inner surface
of the cylindrical workpiece.

Boring bars are cylinder or cone-shaped, depending on
whether the diameter of the hole needs to be graduated.

The latest addition is a Microcut Challenger 2418 vertical 
machining centre supplied by CDC Machine Tools / MJH Machine
Tools. A fully integrated 4th axis has been added to the machine

A close up view of a boring bar on the new
Microcut Challenger 2418 vertical machining centre

Blanks in various stages of machining
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The length of the boring bar varies, based on the depth of
the hole that needs to be enlarged.

The length and diameter of the boring bar depends on
the application. In general, the bar should have the 
shortest possible tool overhang and largest possible shank
diameter. 

As in any precision machining application, rigid 
clamping is imperative for a boring bar to reduce the risk of
deflection. A split-sleeve holding system is recommended.
Clamping systems using screws that directly contact the

bar are not suitable.
A large entering angle and small insert nose radius 

will reduce radial forces, deflection and risk of 
vibrations. Positive inserts also serve to reduce 
deflection.

At Heathcote
Engineering the
company's four
operators use their
own manufactured
boring bars daily.
"In this way we can
keep the product in
continuous
research mode.
Should there be any
failures or 
corrections that
need to be made,
we know how to
come up with a
solution 
immediately.
Fortunately the 
only failures we
have had so far have been operator error" 
said Dave.

For further details contact Heathcote Engineering on
TEL: 011 397 4507, Email heatheng@iafrica.com or visit
www.heathcoteengineering.co.za

Prototype milling tools under development

“Besides the price
coming in up to 30%

cheaper than the
imported equivalent,

an added benefit
of one variation of our
boring bars is they are

designed so that
two extra corners of

the insert can be used
for straight boring

only - thus reducing
insert costs.”



Tongtai Machine & Tool Co., Ltd. was founded in 1969.
It started business as a special purpose machine
builder and later OEM for the likes of Hitachi Seiki 

and has steadily grown to supply CNC lathes, machining
centers, complete production lines and special purpose
machines to the market."

"Their nonstop R&D, with more than 120 designers 
and strong Japanese influence, offers innovations, 
high efficiency and quality machine tools for all customers
at all levels. Tongtai continuously insists on 
"Technology Innovations and Quality Superiority" 
and devotes itself to developing next generation 
machine tools."

"From initial production, they have been striving to raise
the production technique and quality standards. With

regards to the precision
and stability of products
they spare no effort.
Having ISO9001 and
ISO14001 certificates
and listing on Taiwan's
stock exchange in 2003,
shows that the company's
R&D, production system
and quality assurance
have been accepted by
domestic and 
international industries
and is reflected in the
continued development of
business with these
advantages over many of
our competitors." 

"Tong Tai have 
manufactured machine
tools for over 40 years
and offer the best turnkey
solutions in Taiwan. They

have many customers satisfied with the quality, precision,
service and controled delivery times to establish public
praise and smooth business development. Their 
customers generally are the factories of major industries,
both domestic and overseas, which have continued using
and buying Tongtai's consistent quality machines for a long
time thus allowing for steady and stable growth during
recent years."

"Our main competitors are well known Japanese 
suppliers. With our own designs around customer needs
having resulted in a range of machines in tune with our

customers' budgets
and production 
requirements, 
that is superior to our 
main competitors."

"PBS Machine Tools was founded 15 years ago in
Germiston by me and we are the representatives for
Tongtai, also known to many as the Topper. PBS recently
moved to Seller Road in Boksburg East to a facility of
approximately 1000m²."

"The last few years have been a challenge for 
PBS & Tongtai and the industry at large. PBS has shown
steady business growth owing to Tongtai's ability to make
full use of their extensive design division and specialization
in providing machines, fixtures and special purpose 
solutions to meet customer needs, whilst many other 
suppliers can only offer a standard machine tool from a
catalogue." 

More than just machining & turning centres
"Many machine tool suppliers want you to believe 

there is really little difference between machine tool
brands, offering machines based on price only. We 
at PBS and Tongtai can't disagree more."

"The important thing is to understand the 
real differences and select the machine that is best 
suited to your application, thus providing the correct 
solution." 

"Tongtai's differences are very pronounced, though not
all are obvious at first glance. Different shops and 
operators have different needs, but almost all want reliable
and fast productivity from the machine, which is why we
offer a specification much higher than you may see in the
standard catalogue such as faster rapids, Fanuc alpha
drives with high torque motors, rapid tapping speeds 
resulting in a machine which will outperform most 
standard machines up to 30%."  

"An example of this would be the TMV1050A, 
available ex stock, from PBS Machine Tools' applications
centre in Boksburg. This range of machines provides for
high power, with high torque when hogging tough material
at low RPM, or profiling complex 3D profiles at high speed,
using conversational programming in addition to a powerful
Fanuc NC capability. There are many features offered,
some of which include heavy-duty servomotors, servo
counter balance for the Z axis and a 24 station arm type
toolchanger.

For more information or to arrange a demonstration
phone PBS Machine Tools TEL: 011 914 3360

Savides talks about Tongtai
Machine & Tool Co., Ltd.

Paul Savides MD of PBS Machine Tools, one of South Africa's
leading machine tool agents explained his relationship

with one of Taiwan's leading machine tool manufacturers
Tongtai Machine & Tool Co., Ltd.
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Paul Savides 
MD of PBS Machine Tools

"
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Pilot Tools and Vardex hosted a
seminar for customers, 
distributors and the local sales

team in October last year at 
The Country Club Johannesburg,
Auckland Park, Gauteng. The seminar
was conducted by Ami Yacar, the
Vardex Product Manager from 
Vargus Israel, and he covered 
Vardex thread turning and thread
milling as well as showcasing the
company's latest product 
offerings.

Vargus, a pioneer in its field,
developed the Vardex indexable 
laydown thread turning insert 
technology nearly 50 years ago. 
The Vargus patented designs 
continue to be an industry standard
and the company now offers one of
the largest ranges of thread turning
solutions to the machining specialist
with over 6000 different tools in the
range.

Vargus' thread milling carbide
metal cutting tool system has been recognised in the
industry since its initial patented "trapezoidal" indexable
system design was introduced. As CNC technology for
milling threads races forward, and as thread milling
becomes ever more popular as an excellent solution for
manufacturing threads of many types, Vargus continues to
offer new and updated solutions to the machining 
specialist.

Some of the latest product offerings showcased at the
seminar included:

V6 - revolutionary 6 corner thread turning insert
The new V6 thread turning insert from Vargus offers

revolutionary gains in productivity as well as tremendous
savings in tooling costs through its ability to provide a 
six-cutting corner system.  

TMSD - For deep hole threads
The recently expanded range of TMSD multi-flute, single

point thread mills further extends the potential for the 
production of deep hole threads at highly-productive and
economical rates.

Vardex and Pilot Tools seminar
Vargus continues to offer new and updated solutions

to the machining specialist.

Lionel Swanepoel of TBM Engineering 
with James Morrison of Pilot Tools

Willem Sterfontein of Measurecut and Gerhard Joubert of Auto
Industrial

Colin Morrison of Pilot Tools and Ami Yacar, Vardex Product Manager from Vargus, Israel
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MiTM - Super fast thread
milling system 

The new MITM thread mill is
designed to reduce cycle time when generating

large threads by using long inserts in a multiple-flute 

holder. MiTM allows significant increases in feed rates and
reduces the number of machining passes. MiTM threading
tools make use of two cutting edges per insert, which 
considerably extends tool life.

TM Solid - Solid carbide thread milling tools
The range has been extended with new tooling 

specifically for dental and other types of medical applications.

TM Gen - Making thread milling easy
A big drawback for many years had been the need to

write the CNC programs manually in the absence of helical
interpolation routines now commonly available on CNC
machining centers.

This apprehension sent engineers looking for other,
"simpler" threading methods. Vargus' TM Gen, a PC-based

program, solves this by guiding the user through a few
simple steps to define the thread milling

application and then providing
all the information 

needed to complete the
job, the best tool to
use, the optimal
machining data, and
the actual G-code for
all popular controllers.

Vargus TM Gen helps
you take the guesswork out of thread milling. You can

download the TM Gen program, free-of-charge from the
Vargus website: www.vargus.com.

Vargus specials
Pilot Tools is currently running a special promotion on

VARDEX threading inserts. Receive up to 50% discount on
all VARDEX thread turning and thread milling inserts. 

For further information and an opportunity to take
advantage of the special promotion, contact the 
Pilot Tools Sales Call Centre on TEL: 011 607 1818.

The recently expanded range of
TMSD multi-flute, single point
thread mills further extends the
potential for the production of

deep hole threads at highly-productive
and economical rates

The new V6 thread turning insert from Vargus offers
revolutionary gains in productivity

as well as tremendous savings in tooling costs through its ability
to provide a six-cutting corner system

The new MITM thread
mill is designed to
reduce cycle time

when generating large
threads by using long

inserts in a 
multiple-flute holder
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Dee Tee Industries Ltd. has been manufacturing high
quality slitting line tooling, tube mill tooling and cold
rolling mill rolls for steel service centres, slitting line

manufacturing industries, tube & pipe industries and cold
rolling mills for over 35 years.

The DeeTee range includes cold rolled formed sections,
welded tubular profiles, CNC slotted tubes, rolled sets,
industrial storage systems and sheet metal components. In
addition, the company offers a wide range of blades,
including shear blades, circular saw blades, tube cut-off
knives and slitting knives.

Dee Tee offers a complete range of slitting line tooling
confirming to international standards, rotary slitting knives,
metal slitting knives, spacers, overarm separators, discs
and other precision tools manufactured from finest alloy
steel. 

Heat treated to close tolerances and precision ground
to perfect squareness, Dee Tee manufactures slitting line

tooling in three grades of tolerances i.e. standard 
precision, extra precision.

Standard for slitting strip above 1mm thickness and
extra precision grade for foils up to 0.2mm thickness. 
Dee Tee can manufacture slitting line tooling up to 500mm
diameter.

Elquip Solutions is an established local provider 
of quality global electrical, automation, mechanical and
consumable products. Elquip Solutions supplies customers
throughout the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacture), 
SI (System Integration), and distributor markets. 
The team also works with clients to find the most 
efficient and effective implementation for the technology
they require. Tailoring these solutions to clients' 
individual needs is a key part of Elquip Solution's 
service. 

For further details contact Mike Cronin of Elquip
Solutions on TEL: 011 826 7117

Elquip partners
with Dee Tee Industries in the
supply of top quality industrial

tools for metal processing

Babu Chacko of Dee Tee Industries Ltd with Mike Cronin of Elquip Solutions
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Mercedes-Benz says it is interested in bidding on projects
Vistula and Sapula, which aim to rejuvenate the
Department of Defence's (DoD's) logistical truck and

armoured personnel carrier fleets respectively, as soon as the
tenders become available.

The long-awaited Vistula is expected first.
It is estimated that Vistula could involve 1 000 to 

1 500 new vehicles, with Sapula rumoured to be at just under
2 000 units.

"We understand that the tender for Vistula awaits
Ministerial approval," says Mercedes-Benz Military Business
manager Dr Harry Teifel.

Both Vistula, replacing the old Samil vehicles, and Sapula,
replacing the Ratel fleet, are multibillion rand deals.

Teifel says that Mercedes-Benz will be a level-five turnkey
service provider on Vistula should its bid be successful, which
means the German company, which also manufactures cars
and trucks in South Africa, will supply the vehicles to the DoD,
and then also maintain them for a period of 30 years.

"It appears that the DoD wants Vistula and Sapula to have
a similar drivetrain, which means a high parts commonality and
a saving in costs."

Should Mercedes-Benz clinch the contract, the vehicles
supplied to the DoD will be based on the Zetros and Actros
models, available within the Mercedes-Benz commercial 

vehicle range.
Teifel says Mercedes-Benz has 106 years of experience in

producing military vehicles. To date, the company has supplied
150 000 units to 80 armies worldwide.

Mercedes Benz is to pair with South African defence firm
Land Mobility Technologies (LMT) in its bid for the Vistula 
contract. In 2007 and 2008, the partnership supplied the
Canadian Forces with more than 80 armoured trucks. 

LMT is responsible for manufacturing the protected cab on
the vehicles.

A typical cab LMT could present for the Vistula project
would offer level 1 ballistic protection and level 3a/3b mine
protection, which means it will survive an 8 kg land-mine 
explosion under its wheels or belly, explains LMT production
director Andy Hodgson.

He says LMT has a long history of providing armoured cabs
for all the vehicles in the Mercedes-Benz military vehicle range,
including developing new cabs for the German company.

One of these is the Big Daddy, which Hodgson says 
provides some of the highest levels of protection in 
the world.

The cab weighs 4,5 t, with the door alone a hefty 300 kg.
This cab can survive a 10 kg land-mine, multiple shots with

a 14,5 canon, and the blast from a 1 m high, 50 kg improvised
explosive device placed 2 m from the door.

Mercedes-Benz keen to bid on SA
defence force’s vehicle fleet programmes
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What is it that attracts people to fire engines? Is it
the image of such vehicles dashing through the
streets, sirens screaming, at speeds that for the

rest of us would be illegal? Is it the memory of brave 
firemen (and sometimes women), who put their lives on the
line every day? Or is it simply the bright red paint, the many
chromed attachments, the ladders and the hoses, that help
make fire engines so fascinating? Probably all of the above. 

How they've changed over the years
Not so long ago, but I suspect long before most of us

were born, there were horse-drawn fire wagons, as they
were referred to. Those rigs must have been the most 
spectacular of all to see. They were not nearly as fast as
modern engines (kids chased them on bicycles) but the
sight of a team of horses galloping flat out, pulling a bright
red wagon with smoke pouring from the steam-powered
pumper, must have been incredible, to say the least. Add
the clatter of hooves and the cry of the steam whistle, and
a spectator's adrenaline would have been running faster
than those perspiring horses.

Then there was the time when articulated fire engines

were common in big cities. They were necessary because
the ladders for scaling tall buildings were so long that a
conventional truck couldn't be manoeuvered through street
corners or crowded spaces. Even so, it was thought that a
driver would have difficulty handling such a rig and so a
second driver, or wheelman, sat high on the stern of the
trailer, his only job being to guide the rear wheels, which
steered independently. This required special training for it
was often necessary to steer the rear wheels in a different
direction from the tractor unit. If the two driver's actions
weren't perfectly coordinated a serious accident could
result. 

Contemporary fire engines are, of course, more 
sophisticated than those vintage machines. For example,
the crew rides in an enclosed cab out of the elements,
whereas, not so long ago, they stood on side-mounted
steps or on the back, precariously clinging to handholds.
Today I doubt there's a fireman anywhere who wouldn't
rather be safely and comfortably seated inside the cabin.

Local company, Marcé Fire Fighting Technology, is one
of South Africa's leading suppliers of the modern custom
built vehicles that we see on our roads today.

SHOPFRONT   FOCUS

Every boy and girl dreams about the thrill of riding on a fire engine 
and using a firefighter's special gear.





Marcé have been in the
'fire' business since 1998.
Initially the company centred
its activities on importing
vehicles and equipment from
Europe and the US. The 
company soon expanded its
offerings into service and
maintenance of all types of
fire fighting products 
available in the local 
market.

Marcé has subsequently
developed their own local
manufacturing plant, 
servicing the complete 
spectrum of fire fighting 
vehicles, equipment and 
protective clothing.
Specialised vehicles with
complex requirements are
still fully imported from 
foreign suppliers by the 
company.

The term "fire truck" is commonly used as a generic
expression to describe a fire-fighting vehicle. Technically, a
"fire truck" is a vehicle equipped with ladders and is used
mainly to gain access to elevated portions of a structure or
to provide a means of applying an elevated stream of
water. "Fire engine" is a vehicle with a pump and is used
primarily to pump water. A "fire wagon" carries large
amounts of hose and is primarily used to lay hose as a
complement to a pumper. 
"Fire apparatus" is the proper generic term for all of these
vehicles. 

SolidWorks
The basic design of the fire apparatus begins with a

thorough review of the type of risk that needs to be
addressed and geographical terrain of the area the fire
department will be responding to. In the case of Marcé the
company makes extensive use of SolidWorks for the design
and manufacture of the fire apparatus.

The vehicle's ease of operation, adequate response
speed, and equipment storage and deployment are all
important factors to consider.

The manufacture of a fire engine remains a custom,
almost one-of-a-kind operation. Typically, a group of 

workers is assigned to the fabrication of the body and
assembly of the truck frame. A separate group performs
body finishing, then the apparatus is wired, equipped, and
tested by a third, or "quality control," group. Aside from the
body, manufacture of the fire apparatus is typically an
assembly process. 

The selection and purchase of the truck chassis is
based upon the tactical application of the apparatus. 
The truck frame may be "bare," having only the engine,
axles, springs, frame members, steering, and brake 
systems installed. The apparatus builder may choose, 
however, to use a "cab and chassis," where the frame has
the engine, cab, seats, front sheet metal, and wiring
already completed. In either case, the truck frame is 
usually ordered from well established chassis 
builders.

Marcé uses chassis from companies such as Mercedes
Benz, Scania, Iveco, MAN, Nissan and Astra but are not 
limited to these companies. The majority of the time the
client will specify which brand to use. 

The apparatus builder advises the truck manufacturer
of the intended design so special options concerning the
performance of the frame can be made. It is critical that
the proper selection of suspension be made to support the
average 15,890 kg fire engine.

The chassis of a fire fighting vehicle before it is dressed up

A SolidWorks rendering of 
a fire fighting vehicle

Should fire engines be painted in sickly yellow or green hue?
According to the experts fire engine red does not stand out in

today's world of neon signs, red lights and cars
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After the truck frame is received and inspected, 
the fabrication of the body (or "fire body," as it is 
sometimes called) begins. Aluminum is used for body
panels and supports, although stainless steel and mild
steel are sometimes incorporated. The use of aluminum is
due the light weight of the metal and corrosion 
resistance.

Sheets are approximately 3 mm thick and come in 
various lengths depending on the design required.
Between 30 and 35 sheets can be used on a single 
vehicle. Tread Brite sheets are used because of its 
aesthetic look and more importantly because of the 
non slip properties. 

Sheets are supplied, cut-to-order, by local service 
centre Kare Sheet Metal Products, based in Hermanstad,
Pretoria. 

Each door panel, support, body panel, and equipment
tray is cut and bent using laser and shearing machines
and press brakes. Holes for electrical equipment and 
piping are also punched at this time. The body is typically
tungsten inert gas (Tig) welded together, with the doors
and access panels bolted for ease of replacement. The fabrication of the body

The body is typically
tungsten inert gas (Tig)

welded together, with the doors
and access panels bolted for ease

of replacement
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Many manufacturers protect the body from corrosion by
dipping each panel into a rust inhibiting sealer. The 
interior and other hidden areas of the doors and cabinets
are pre-painted before assembly. While the body 
construction is underway, the pump and tank are mounted
to the frame. 

The pump
The pump is selected to perform specifically for the

practices of the fire department or client. Essentially, the
pump is the only reason for the fire engine. All of the other
features are practically useless if the pump does not 
perform adequately. Most firepumps today are centrifugal
pumps, and are manufactured by separate companies and
purchased by the apparatus builder. A typical firepump can
pump 3,785 litres of water per minute. This flow can safely
provide enough water to fight a residential or small 
commercial building fire.

Marcé import their pumps from Europe and the US and
install them themselves.

The water tank
Many new technologies are being applied to the modern

fire apparatus. New tank materials are increasing in
strength while reducing weight, allowing for more water
capacity.

Marcé have converted to using only composite materials
for the construction of the water tanks. Weight, durability
and cost effectiveness (increasing steel costs) has been
the primary consideration for this decision. For example
on average a standard water tank will now only weigh
800 kilograms. 

Again depending on the client's requirements, Marcé
can make up various configurations. The modern trend is to
have an on-board foam concentrate tank and a mixing
proportioner to combine the foam concentrate with the
water in the proper amount. These foam concentrate tanks
are also made of composite materials.

The cab
Likewise, the manufacture of the main structure of the

left: The last metal water tank being fabricated by Marcé. The company has converted to using only composite materials for the
construction of the water tanks for more capacity and weight

right: Fire engines being assembled

The area of the vehicle before
the pump is installed

Essentially, the pump is the only
reason for the fire engine
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double cab extension, where the firemen are located 
during transport, is today entirely made of GRP materials.
Marcé's composite division manufactures the double cab
extension that is mounted on to the chassis and has
passed SABS Testing. 

Currently Marcé Fire Fighting Technology's head 
office is located in Lyttleton just outside Pretoria. 

The manufacturing facility is located in a 
complex next door. However the company
has embarked on an expansion 
programme and will be moving into 
a purpose built facility in November 2011.
This will enable the company to have all
its arms under one roof.

Started by Danielle Steyn, the 
company now employs 110 staff with
offices in the Western Cape, Botswana,
Namibia and Mozambique. 

Besides the manufacture, assembly
and servicing of fire fighting vehicles the
company also markets equipment, 
protective clothing and commodities 
related to emergency services. Clients
come from government, metropolitan, 
district and local municipalities, military,
mining and industry circles. 

In addition to marketing their products
in South Africa, Marcé also supplies the
whole of Africa.

On average the company will deliver
40 to 50 vehicles in a year with virtually no vehicle being
identical. The actual order time for a vehicle is in the
region of 11 months but the manufacture and assembly
time only takes six to eight weeks.

For further details contact Marcé Fire Fighting
Technology on TEL: 012 664 4340.

The design office that uses SolidWorks
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Stainless steel is a very special material.
It not only looks shiny, but also 
possesses exceptional physical 

characteristics. Stainless steel is 
corrosion-resistant, can withstand high 
thermal and mechanical loads and can be
shaped well. But the material would be 
nothing without advanced processing.

Austenitic Stainless Steel 
Austenitic stainless steels are chromium

and nickel based alloys with very low carbon
content. These steels have excellent corrosion
resistance, unusually good formability, good
weld ability and good mechanical properties
at very low and high temperatures. Cold 
working will also enhance their strength. In addition, these
stainless steels are very easy to clean, which enhances
their use in hygienic and sterile environments. 

Ferritic Stainless Steel 
Ferritic stainless steels are chromium alloys with a low

carbon content. They are magnetic and have a good 
ductility, plus resistance to corrosion and oxidation 
(they are especially resistant to stress corrosion cracking).
However, with the exception of 3CR12, their weld ability is
limited which restricts their use to thinner gauges. These
stainless steels are cheaper than the austenitic grades,

and used extensively in the motor industry.  
The extraordinary qualities of stainless

steel - its rigidity and resistance to corrosion
even at consistently high temperatures - have
made stainless steel tubes and components
the preferred parts in many fields of industry.
At fischer, the quality of the material itself is
supplemented by excellent machining and an
ever wider variety of different shapes. The
spectrum of applications for tubes in fischer
quality has thus expanded considerably, not
only in the automotive industry. Also in 
processing plants, the construction of 
chemical apparatus, the supplying of drinking
water, thermal desalination of seawater and
in private households, more and more new

applications are being found for tubes and components
from fischer.

fischer South Africa is part of and international group,
with the head office in Germany. There are a total of six
subsidiaries all around the world.

The companies of the fischer group develop and 
manufacture tubes and complex components made of
stainless steel. The company's headquarters are situated in
Achern, Germany and it maintains a global reach with 
production facilities located in Canada, South Africa,
Mexico, the USA, Austria, China and Uruguay.

fischer South Africa is based in Centurion, Gauteng 

fischer South Africa at the forefront of development



fischer South Africa's MD
Erich Kotzenmacher





and has been in existence in South Africa since 
1990. 

Initially starting with fischer Stainless Steel Tubing (Pty)
Ltd., established in 1990, which manufactures longitudinal,
laser-welded, stainless steel tubing from 15.0mm to
76.2mm in diameter. 

In 2001 fischer South Africa saw the opening of fischer
Tube Technik (Pty) Ltd. This plant specializes in bending,
end forming and manipulation of stainless steel tubing. 
The company was established to enable the group to offer
finished tube components.

In mid 2002, fischer Tube E.C. (Pty) Ltd. was 
established, expanding the diameter capability from
76.2mm to 160.0mm. Additionally fischer Tube E.C. (Pty) Ltd.

has expanded their laser capacity since 2007. 
All of these companies that comprise fischer 

South Africa have seen rapid and steady growth over the
years, both physical growth of the factories themselves and
an increase of output.

The company has a modern tube manufacturing facility
containing five Trumpf laser welding mills. The process
starts off with material supplied in coils by Columbus.
Coils, delivered in different widths depending on 
requirements.

After processing on the fully automated roll forming 
and welding lines the tubes are inspected for dimensional
accuracy and other customer specified characteristics.
Every heat lot of material undergoes extensive quality
checks to make sure they meet and exceed exacting
requirements. All the tubes on the mills are 100% Eddy
Current tested. Once at final processing and depending on
the customer's requirement, the tubes may undergo a final
cut-to-length or polishing process.

The production programme consists of round tubing
between 15 and 160 mm diameters, and a variety of
square and rectangular shapes and sizes.

In addition the company has five CNC bending
machines, and various end forming and special purpose
machinery.

Further, it has two CNC perforating machine, enabling
the company to supply perforated tubing to customer
requirements.

The fischer EC tube manufacturing plant, which was
commissioned in 2002, is the latest addition to fischer
South Africa, consisting of a laser welding tube mill that is
able to produce large diameter round tubing from 76,2 mm
to 160 mm diameters. Square and rectangular shapes and
sizes are also available.

This company operates one of the only laser tube cut-
ting facilities in Africa, offering customers high output laser
cut-to-length tubes, and supplies the automotive and paper
and pulp industries. The production facility is well situated
in Centurion as it is close to Johannesburg and Pretoria,
and relatively close to its stainless steel supplier,
Columbus, in Middelburg, Mpumalanga.

Stainless steel tubes in every shape
Stainless steel tubes are required in many different

shapes and material grades. They are built into 
automobiles, trucks and ships. They are used in industrial
plants, power stations, medical and offshore technology.
They are used to desalinate seawater and accompany
everyday life in electronic and household appliances.
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Stainless steel tubes are fischer South Africa's business
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Whatever the application, fischer South Africa can 
provide the right tube in the right grade. Round tubes,
square and rectangular tubes, profile tubes and special
geometries are available in all standard metric and 
imperial dimensions.

The standard fischer range already covers a wide 
variety of tubular components. Aside from these, fischer
can further demonstrate their competence by applying
their processing know how to develop solutions for your
particular application.

Round tubes
Tube diameters range from 12.0mm to 160.0mm with

wall thicknesses from 0.25mm to 6 mm. In the thin-wall
range, tubes from 12 x 0.5 mm to 160 x 1 mm are 
possible for example. Other wall thickness diameter ratios
are available on request.

Square tubes
The edge length ranges from 16 mm to 125 mm

depending on the on enquiry. The wall thickness ranges
from 1 mm to 2.5 mm, wall thicknesses up to 4 mm on
request.

Rectangular tubes, profile tubes, special geometries
and further shapes

fischer can make tubes in virtually any shape desired,
upon request. Provide them with a sketch or a drawing and
leave the rest up to them.

Annealed tubes
Where severe downstream processing is anticipated,

i.e. hydroforming, fischer can supply annealed tubes with
diameters up to 50 mm in fixed lengths.

Perforated tubes
Perforated tubes are used in filter technology and in

noise reduction. fischer supplies the perforated tubes with
the desired arrangement of holes and the suitable profile.

Thin-walled tubes
Thin-walled tubes are used for example in the field of

seawater desalination. fischer specialises in thin-walled
tubes with a small wall thickness to diameter ratio.

Thick-walled tubes
In extreme cases, fischer can produce thick-walled

tubes with a wall thickness of up to 4 mm.

Patterned tube surfaces
Patterns 7GM, 5WL and 6WL are available as standard.

Upon request, however, the company can supply other patterns.

Tubes with mechanically treated surface
Ground surfaces up to 400 grit are part of the normal

delivery program. Other surface finishes are available upon
request.

Surface treated tubes
fischer offers pre-treated, electropolished, galvanized

and coated tube surfaces in conjunction with qualified
third party suppliers.

Cut to length
Alternative separating technologies are available for

cutting the tubes to the required length. Laser cutting and
contour cutting is precise with minimal loss of material.

The process starts off with material 
supplied in coils by Columbus

Five laser welding mills weld materials into various diameters,
lengths and shapes. The Trumpf Laser TLF 6000 Turbo processing
mill can produce 11 metres of stainless steel tubing in a minute. 

The Trumpf mills have been supplied by the Retecon Group

Batched stainless steel tubing before moving on for more processing

Tubing that has been cut-to-length
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Sawing, combined with wire brush deburring and 
washing if required, is also offered.

Custom surfaces
Cleaned, ground or polished - the right finish is 

important - fischer finishes the tube surfaces as per your
request.

For cleaning standard batch tube washing is offered
while for mechanical surface finishes centerless grinding
up to 400 grit is offered.

Regarding other surfaces for further treatment of tubes,
fischer works together with competent qualified third party
suppliers.

Testing
Cone testing is done according to DIN / EN 10234

while burst testing and a flanging test is done according to
DIN / EN 10235 (modified).

Hardness tests and intercrystalline corrosion tests are
done according to DIN/EN ISO 3651-2.

Other tests include dimensional checks, metallography
(also with quantitative image evaluation), testing of the
welding seam, measuring of roughness, ring tensile testing
according to DIN / EN 10236, crack testing using the dye
penetration process, spectral analysis, measurement of
wall thickness with ultrasound, eddy-current, tensile and
pressure testing.

Material grades
fischer stainless steel tubes are produced in a variety

of available material grades. These include austenitic, 
ferritic, Duplex or Super Duplex, depending on which 
application demands are important for the respective 
use - resistance to corrosion or heat, rigidity or 
appearance.

Quality assurance
All the companies in the fischer South Africa Group are

certified for the quality management systems of 
ISO/TS 16949:2009 and ISO 9001:2008 as well as the
environmental management system ISO 14001. 

Distribution
fischer supplies product mainly via distributors which

includes their service centers, such as Macsteel VRN,
Eurosteel, NDE and others, who, in turn, supply stainless
steel tubing to the architecture, food and beverage, 
medical and transport industries, which take up about 
40 % of fischer's production. 

Sixty per cent of fischer's output goes to the automotive
industry. In fact it was the growth potential in this sector
that prompted the German company to establish the local
subsidiary in 1990. The Motor Industry Development
Programme has given fischer, through its customers, a
boost in this country. For example, Toyota and many 
component manufacturers use its products to make 
high-value components such as catalytic converters and
exhausts.

fischer's plant originally consisted of two tube mills that
produced tubes. Its 11 200 m² factory now comprises five
laser-welding mills producing about 400 000 metres of
tubing a month.

King Shaka International Airport
fischer South Africa together with Euro Steel and Steel

Studio, a specialist stainless steel processor, was actively
involved in the preparations for the FIFA World Cup 2010.

A general overview of the mill section

The bending and end forming department.
In the picture is a row of Kaltenbach end forming machines. 

Kaltenbach is represented by First Cut  

Presses are also used for some operations

The recently installed Motoman UP 130 high-production
material handling robot 
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Steel Studio received the
order to install stainless
steel railings and
handrails at the new
King Shaka airport in
Durban. 

The project was a
premiere when you 
consider the stainless
steel grades employed. 
A large proportion of the
handrails are made from
stainless steel grade
1.4521. Despite the 
location in a coastal
region, the 1.4521 
material was chosen
instead of 1.4404 - in particular because it led to a major
cost saving with comparable 
corrosion protection.

More than 
50 000 meters of 
stainless steel tubes
were installed. 70 % of
the tubes supplied were
of material grade 1.4521
(444) and 30 % of the
tubes supplied were of
material grade 1.4404
(316L).

Stainless steel tubes
for the sugar industry

The annual 
maintenance period in
the South African sugar
industry was very 
successful for fischer
South Africa. 
"Together with one of the

leading national distributors, NDE Stainless
Steel, we received orders for more than
120 tonnes in addition to the large orders
already delivered in the 2009 season," 
said Erich Kotzenmacher, CEO of fischer
South Africa. The orders came from local
sugar factories and from other countries in
the south of Africa as well as from 
Mauritius. 

Whereas in the past, seamless brass
and even copper tubes were used, welded
stainless steel has been establishing itself
more and more in recent years as the 
preferred material for evaporate and heat
exchanger tubes. 304 tubes were replaced
by ferritic stainless steel tubes because
they have a higher resistance to stress 

corrosion cracking and a small coefficient of thermal
expansion. They are therefore very similar to the carbon

steel used for the tanks.

New material sets the standard
The original 430 tubes exhibited 

problems at the weld seam. They were 
initially strengthened with titanium to 
produce the material 430Ti that in itself
was a great step forward. This material was
followed by the 439 (1.4510) that was 
successfully used as the standard material
in sugar production for many years. 
But the fairly recent development of the
double-stabilized 441 (1.4509) 
stainless steel has quickly established
itself as the standard.

The modern possibilities of tube 
production at fischer South Africa in 
combination with the cooperation 

left: The high quality slit coil is shaped into 
tube on high precision roll forming equipment

“Together with one of the leading national distributors,
NDE Stainless Steel, we received orders for more than 120 tonnes in addition to

the large orders already delivered in the 2009 season”,
said Erich Kotzenmacher, CEO of fischer South Africa



fischer South Africa manufactures a
number of components for the automotive industry





with the
local
stainless steel
producer,
Columbus
Stainless Steel,
have drastically
shortened
the lead time 
compared
with the
tube imports
that were 
previously 
necessary. 

Motoman 
UP 130 
high-production 
material 
handling robot
introduced

The
company has
recently
received a
major order
from an
automotive 
OEM which
has
necessitated
the introduction
of a 

high-production material handling robot. Shipped
from a subsidiary's production facility in Canada, the
Motoman UP 130 robot has been specifically deployed 
for the contract and was commissioned at the end 
of 2010.

The robot, in this instance, collects blanks from a 
material handling bin, deposits them on a CNC bending
machine where the required bends are carried out, before
collecting the component from the machine and depositing
it in a storage bin.

This is the first time that the company in
South Africa has invested in a robot in the bending
department. A second robot has been ordered 
for the same department and will be installed in 
February.

The Motoman UP130 model offers a 2650mm 
horizontal reach and can handle up to a 130 kg 
payload making it ideal for dealing with larger parts,
although in this case the component is less than 
2 kg. 

The UP130 is highly flexible, featuring the ability to
bend behind itself. This commanding robot still maintains
the UP robot family's reputation for slim manipulators. It is
self-contained and carefully controlled with advanced
Sigma motors and provides reliable, high-quality 
performance.  

The Motoman UP130 can be used for any
number of applications, but it excels in spot welding
and material handling tasks. The Motoman
robots use Yaskawa's own latest servomotors and 
drives.

For further details contact fischer South Africa on 
TEL: 012 653 1142
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The company has set up jigs to measure whether 
the tubing conforms to specification

The company also has BLM Adige 
end forming machines





Globalisation is making
this traditionally 
competitive business

even tougher. As a result, 
die and mould makers must
rethink both their short-term
and long-term strategies. The
tooling industry as a 
whole-which counts 
die makers and mould makers
as its two most prominent
groups-is not just experiencing
a temporary decline but a
complete restructuring with
far-reaching implications. The
sweeping changes in the
industry are reflected in 
mergers and acquisitions, as
well as in new cooperative and
collaborative endeavors
entered into by small- and
medium-sized tool shops.

Adapting to the changing
times is imperative for die and
mould makers. Tool making
has undergone a cultural shift,
moving away from being 
considered a craft demanding high degrees of skill to being
increasingly viewed as a commodity-something that anyone
can perform with the right technological tool at hand, such
as 3D parametric solid modeling, rapid tooling and 
high-speed machining, etc. As a result, die and mould 
makers can't rely on old business models but must instead
focus on targeting niche markets and developing 
specialised products, materials, processes and customer
knowledge in order to survive in today's market. In other

words, they must try to compete on value instead of cost.
Adding value is not just a matter of offering more 

services. There are many processors who have grown their
businesses in recent years by providing additional services
such as finishing, decorating, assembly, packaging and 
cataloguing products for their OEM (original equipment
manufacturer) customers. It is, however, becoming 
increasingly difficult for processors to receive a fair profit
for these added services unless they are tied to a specialty.
Such a specialty could be an in-house painting line, 

A fresh face in the die
and mould industry

The domestic die and mould industry is undergoing dramatic change.

David Goodwin and Wesley Woolven 

A blow mould manufactured by Duotech Blow moulding client's product
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or a vacuum metalising
or electroplating 
capability. In short, the
key is to combine added
services with 
specialisation.

Indeed, the die and
mould industry has
experienced 
tremendous change; 
it's no longer simply a
craft but a multifaceted
business. And to thrive
in this intensely 
competitive 
environment, die and
mould makers must
learn to specialise, beef
up services, add value
to products, and seek
niche markets.

However, running a
multi-faceted business
comes with its own
problems. More 
disciplines, which the
owner is usually not
totally familiar with.
More capital investment
and a host of other
unforeseen 'hassles' to
negotiate, such as employing more staff, which was not
envisaged from the start. Not every company is 'cut out' to
handle the expansion phase and it can lead to some very
sorry tales. Sometimes sticking to what you know best is
far more favourable. 

Therefore it was a very pleasant experience when 
I visited Northdene, KwaZulu Natal based Duotech Tooling
cc. The company has only been in existence for just 
over a year and, including the two owners Wesley Woolven
and David Goodwin, has a staff compliment of 
three. 

Small and niche at this stage, Wesley and David are
sticking to what they know best and that is die and mould
manufacturing. 

Duotech is not one of those companies that started off
in the home garage and evolved from there. Both 
Wesley and David are qualified toolmakers and do have
experience of working in a tool shop before venturing on
their own.

"We were both working at the same company and to use
a South African term we were 'gatvol' with our situation"
explained Wesley who is only 25.

"Although we have a relatively small
amount of experience we knew that if we
did not 'give it a go' and start our own
business we would be left wondering"
continued Wesley.

"Besides our formal training our 
experience involves tool, die and 
jigmaking as well as working on an array
of branded CNC and conventional
machine tools. This includes milling and
turning."

"We were fairly confident with our 
ability to operate the machines and 
manufacture both simple and complicated
dies and moulds. The challenge for us
was to get a business up and running,
acquire finance and invest in the 
equipment we needed and obviously 
get a client portfolio going. It is no secret
that when we presented our ideas to
some of the clients at our previous 
company, they were prepared to support
us. We are not the first to go down this
route and I am sure we will not be the
last" said Wesley.
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The Akira Seiki Performa V4 XP machining centre supplied by MJH Machine Tools

The Akira Seiki Performa SR3 XP machining centre with an XYZ travel 
of 762 x 410 x 460 mm and a table size of 910 x 380 mm also supplied 

by MJH Machine Tools 
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"It certainly has been a steep learning curve for us but
people want to help and seem to find it refreshing to see
young people entering the industry," he says. "So many
people have made it possible for us to get this far in such a
short space of time."

The lean working environment certainly does not
account for the busy shopfloor. While I was there, there
were a number of visits by clients and neighbouring 
business owners. Maybe it was the smell of the braaied
meat that had been prepared for me. 

With just three staff members comprising its workforce
it is a hands on operation for both Wesley and David.
Fortunately the business is not production orientated but
rather one of skill and know-how. Duotech take up to two
weeks to manufacture a blow mould and between four and
six weeks for an injection mould, depending on the level of
complexity needed.

These are manufactured on an Akira Seiki Performa
SR3 XP machining centre with an XYZ travel of 
762 x 410 x 460 mm and a table size of 910 x 380 mm.
The maximum load size is 1 100 kg. This machine was the
first of two machines that Duotech acquired from MJH
Machine Tools. The machine was installed in 
October 2010.

The second machine to be installed, in November 2010,
was the Akira Seiki Performa V4 XP machining centre with
an XYZ travel of 1050 x 540 x 560 mm and a table size of
1200 x 480 mm with a load size is 1 300 kg.

"You could say that we both have our own 'toys' to play
with" joked Wesley. "Expensive toys I might add. As the
business had no track record we had to take out personal
loans to acquire them. However they are perfect for the
type of moulds that are required by our clients at present.
Coupled with the fact that we can operate the machines on
an individual basis or simultaneously, depending on what
stage of the cycle the mould is in, makes it a perfect 
partnership" explained Wesley. 

"We don't do any designing at this stage. We leave that
up to a third party but we have got the experience to 
interface the design with the machines. Here we use
MasterCAM as the machining software programme."

"We do also have a facility to digitize a component
where necessary and then get the drawings done. Another
service we offer is rapid prototyping. We don't have the
equipment ourselves but have access to outside suppliers."

"On the blow moulding side our clients are 
manufacturing various types of bottles for the medical, 
cosmetic and oil industry and on the injection moulding

aspect we have made moulds for
hangers, caps, closures, golf tees
and electronic components." 

Mould making is a segment of
the metalworking industry that has
significance beyond its own borders.
Some people believe that all of
industry starts with a mould but this
is arguable. In today's tough 
economy, manufacturers face
increasing pressure to cut costs and
find every possible efficiency to stay
competitive. Internationally the
mould making business, like many
other businesses, has been subject
to the Chinese influence with 
customers chasing lower prices and,
an ageing workforce. That's why it is
so refreshing to see a couple of
young, fresh faces getting involved
in a business that, yes, contributes
enormously to the economy.

For further details contact
Duotech on 084 555 4043 
or 073 216 9913

On the injection moulding side the company has made moulds for
hangers, caps, closures, golf tees and electronic components

Injection moulding client's product

A client of Duotech occupies the building next door. MJH Machine Tools 
has supplied this company with injection moulding machines
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General machine styles are: 3 roll initial pinch, 3 roll 
double pinch, 4 roll double pinch, 3 roll variable 
translating, 3 roll pyramid and 2 roll systems. Plate rolls

are also built in a vertical format for special applications.
Machine capacity is of equal or greater importance to

style. Steel mills are producing materials with increasingly
higher yields. Plate roll manufacturers commonly rate
machines according to a baseline material yield strength
between 36 to 38,000 psi. When choosing a machine you
must refer to your mill certificates to verify the common yields
of the plates being delivered. It is not uncommon to find that
the material you are actually rolling will have yields in the
48,000 to 58,000 psi range if it is 'mild steel'. Machine 
capacity must match your material type. Most manufacturers
can provide detailed tables or graphs that allow you to match
capacity to yields.

You will often see ratings for pre-bending and rolling given
for any one size Plate Roll. Pre-bending is performed on the
plate roll at the leading and trailing edge of the sheet 
(eventually the seam). Sheets cannot physically be bent 
completely to the edge and thus will leave what is referred to
as the 'un-bent flat'. The minimum you could expect for flat
length is 1.5 x material thickness and often it will be from 
2.5 to 3.5 times material thickness for heavier plate. It is the
pre-bending operation attempting to reduce the unbent flat to
the minimum possible that takes the most power. This is why
pre-bending ratings are lower than rolling capacities for any
given machine. 

You must be mindful when reviewing machine ratings since
the maximum total rolling capacity is generally expressed with
the intrinsic requirement of multiple rolling passes and very
long un-bent flats. Un-bent flat lengths for any given sheet are
a function of thickness, width, cylinder diameter, machine
type, yield, top roll size, operator proficiency among other 
factors. NC and CNC Controls are ever more common in the
workplace. Almost all NC/CNC machines are 4 roll types.
Automated controls are recommended for high volume cylinder
or shell production or to roll complex shapes that are not 
easily reproduced by using manual machine controls. Multiple
bends, variable radius bends, ovals and the like are some
examples.

Three roll initial pinch or single initial pinch plate rolls are
generally for lighter capacity applications and may be 
electro-mechanical or hydraulic. They work by "pinching" the
flat sheet between two counter-opposed rolls while the third
offset roll or 'bending roll' moves upward to contact and then
bend the sheet. When rotation of the rollers is activated, the
sheet exits at a given radius. With the sheet cut to the 
developed length and the bending roll properly positioned; the
part is rolled into a cylindrical form, where it can then be 
welded at the seam to produce a cylinder. The upper roll is in
a fixed position; the lower pinch roll can move up/down to
pinch the material. The third roll (the forming roll) is also

adjustable. To remove a rolled cylinder, it must be extracted
from off of the top roll. Machines are generally equipped with
some type of release mechanism on the top roll to allow
extraction of the cylinder. Typical methods are either a forward
tilting or releasing top roll or a removable end yoke. In most
applications, these machines require removal and re-insertion
of the sheet in order to pre-bend both ends. They are cost
effective but in contrast may be more labor intensive in a 
production setting. There were many large mechanical initial
pinch machines built during the 1930's, 40's & 50's and can
be found on the used market. All have cast frames as modern
alloys and welding techniques had yet to be invented.

Double pinch plate rolls are available from light to 
extremely heavy capacities and may have three or four rolls.
The terminology can be confusing as these units may also be
referred to as 'double pinch pyramid plate rolls' or 'double 
initial pinch plate rolls'. Both three and four roll styles have
fixed position top rolls and two offset rollers or 'lateral rolls',
one on each side. The 4 roll styles have an additional roller
underneath the top roll, which constantly pinches the plate
during rolling. Double pinch rolls can pre-bend both ends of
the plate without removal as is required with single pinch rolls.
Three roll machines generally require pre-bending the leading
end, running the sheet through the machine to pre-bend the
trailing end then switching roll rotation direction to roll the
cylinder body. Four roll plate rolls have a slight advantage in
cycle time since the permit pre-bending of the leading edge,
rolling the cylinder body and finishing off the trailing pre-bend
all while rolling in the same direction. Smaller machines can
be mechanical but most modern machines are hydraulic and
include drop end yokes for easy extraction of the work-piece.

Automatic NC or CNC controls and four roll plate rolls:
Automatic cycle systems are generally used only on four roll
plate rolls because there is minimal chance for slippage
thanks to the constant pinching action of the forth roll.
Automatic controls use an encoder to track movement of the
plate through the machine. If the plate slips, the bending roll
movements will be out of synch with the rolling 
movement.

Variable geometry three roll plate rolls are not new but are
gaining in popularity around the world. They are built for 
medium, heavy to extremely thick plate applications. The top
roll moves up/down and the lower two rolls each move 
horizontally. This lower roll movement allows increasing the
offset distance from the top roll and commensurately 
increasing mechanical advantage in bending. A machine of
this type works well over a wide range of material thickness.
By adjusting the geometry they can be used similar to single
pinch, double pinch and pyramid style machines and require
minimal sheet movement during the pre-bend operations. In
the past these machines were commonly found in shipyards
but now are being placed in general job shop and 
manufacturing applications.

Plate or sheet bending rolls are built in 2 main categories,
single and double pinch and may have different geometries or styles.

Matching the most appropriate machine style to the application is important.

Choosing the right plate roll

BETTER   PRODUCTION
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True pyramid machines are rarely used in modern 
business. They may be found on the used market and are
more common in third world or developing countries. The have
three rolls, both lower rolls fixed in position and the top roll
moves up/down. In general they leave a very long un-bent flat
and have several other disadvantages.

Two roll machines are designed for thin gauge material
rolled to reasonably small diameters. They use a large 
diameter urethane coated pinch roller which moves up with
extreme pressure against a small diameter steel top roller. A
mandrel or drum, very close in OD to the desired ID of the part
is fitted over the top roll.
Two roll sheet rolls are
extremely fast and will roll
a round part even if the
blank has cutouts or
holes. Since they require
a mandrel for each 
different part diameter
and material thickness
they are not as versatile
as some other machines.
For dedicated high speed
production however they
are often the absolute
best choice.

Optional equipment
can be found listed on
most proposals for plate
rolling machines: The
most important items to
consider are hardened
roll surfaces and cone
rolling devices. With
today's harder materials
and laser/plasma cutting
techniques it is ever more
important to have very
hard outer roll surfaces.
Look for hardness rating
from 50 to 55 Rockwell C
Scale. Hardness in this
range will have a 
reasonable penetration
depth and provide long
lasting protection against
roll surface wear.
Hardness exceeding 
60 will have a shallow
penetration and result in
cracking or crazing of the
roll surface. Cone rolling
devices permit the 
operator to roll a conical
shape and are standard
on some machines.
Lateral material supports
and overhead supports
are optional but less 
frequently requested.
Overhead supports 
prevent lighter materials
from collapsing when
rolled to large diameters.
A side support can also
assist in this function to
prevent light materials

from re-curving toward the floor if the radius is very large.
Some machines have extended roll shafts that protrude
through the machine frame and section or pipe dies can be 
fitted on these 'stub shafts'. It is not practical to roll angle iron
on a plate roll since angle tends to twist when rolled. Plate
rolls do not have outboard adjustable lateral material guides
to prevent this twist. You should consider using a section
rolling machine or angle roll. In general, section dies on plate
rolls are good for bending flat bar on edge, rods or small pipe.

This article was supplied by Durma South Africa. For 
further details contact them on TEL: 011 827 0639
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INTERNATIONAL  NEWS

The branding reflects two 
productivity classes to aid quick
and easy customer identification 

of the optimum tool. 
'Elect' will represent top performance

in particular materials and specific 
applications, while 'Spectrum' focuses on
versatility over a multitude of materials
and defined operations. 

A key part of the branding strategy is
a link to the widely used material groups
defined by the International Organisation
for Standardisation. Distinctive new
logos have been created for both 
classes and incorporate a visual 
connection to the ISO classifications. 

Nick Garner, managing director of
Dormer Tools, said: "Both Elect and
Spectrum offer consistently high 
performance but, as customer 
expectations and demands differ
depending on industry sector and 
company size, each supports a 

distinct customer need. 
"Industrial operations face constant

pressure to maximise efficiency by
reducing costs or increasing productivity.
The correct choice and application of
cutting tools can influence total 
production costs by as much as 
20 per cent." 

Over the next 12 months Dormer 
will introduce a number of new drilling,
milling and threading products carrying
the Elect and Spectrum brand 
names. 

In addition, a number of existing
Dormer brand names will be replaced
according to the new convention to 
further simplify selection, culminating 
in the release of Dormer's new 
product range catalogue in October
2011.

For further details contact 
Sandvik Coromant on 
TEL: on TEL: 0860 101 008

Dormer Tools has unveiled a new branding strategy
for its high performance drilling, milling and threading ranges,
affecting more than 30 per cent of Dormer's cutting tool range.

Spectrum multi-application taps

Elect APP drills for deep holes
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General Manager Bob Murray also told
delegates at a recent European 
distributor conference in early October

that Haas sales had grown more than 
33 per cent since the same time in 2009
and that revenues are expected to be up well
over 30 per cent by the end of the current
year, compared to last year. 

"We are seeing strong growth in all 
markets," said Mr Murray, "including the
Western European countries." Some of the
Haas Automation's competitors have faltered
or failed during the past two years, but Haas
has continued to invest in designing and
building more productive, reliable and 
affordable CNC machine tools, it was 
highlighted. 

"We expect our new machines to be very
well received by our European customers,"
the general manager added. "Our export
sales continue to grow and Europe shows a
great deal of potential as one of the biggest overseas 
markets. Production at our factory has doubled in the last
eight months, thanks partly to the recovery in Europe." 

Peter Zierhut, Haas Automation Europe managing director
said: "There's a pent-up demand for CNC machine tools in
Europe. Many of the East European countries are growing and

other CNC machine tool manufacturers are 
struggling to increase output and maintain
service and support. We, on the other hand,
have a whole new product range, a bigger
and improved European distribution 
network, and even better local service for
our customers." 

Founder of Haas Automation, Gene Haas
also attended the distributor event, and 
presented the best-performing HFOs with
awards for exemplary service and support.
The gold award was won by the Polish HFO 
- a Division of Abplanalp Consulting, with the
Bronze and Silver Awards going to the
German HFO - a Division of Dreher
Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH, and the
Swedish HFO, a Division of Edströms
Maskin AB, respectively. 

Haas automation goes mobile
With more people relying on mobile

devices to get information these days, it's increasingly 
important to make that information available as quickly as
possible. 

Haas Automation, Inc. (Oxnard, California), recently
launched its new mobile website -optimized for iPhone, iPad,
Android and Blackberry devices - to make it easier for 
customers to get the information they need to make their
machine tool buying decisions.

From the new site, customers can access Haas machine
lists, descriptions, options, accessories, specifications, and
prices (where available) from anywhere in the world with their
mobile device. For maximum utility, the new site is accessible
in nine languages, and displays pricing according to region. 
In the U.S., customers also can access to the Haas 
Build-A-Quote system, and view lists of pre-owned machines;
an international version of Build-A-Quote will be available soon.

The new Haas mobile website is a valuable complement
to the company's main website, www.HaasCNC.com, and the
recently introduced @ Your Service Official Haas Answer and
Information Blog: (http://atyourservice.haascnc.com). 

To check out the new Haas mobile site, simply navigate to
www.HaasCNC.com on your mobile device; you will be 
automatically redirected to the mobile website. If you are not
automatically redirected, navigate to
www.haascnc.com/mobile.

For more information contact Haas Factory Outlet on 
TEL: 011 974 2301

California based Haas Automation Inc has reported that production 
will be 50 per cent higher in 2010 than it was in 2009.

Haas Automation
sees sales and production

recovery

TIMTOS 2011
01 March to 6 March 2011

TIMTOS 2011, the Taipei International Machine
Tool Show, will take place at TWTC Taipei World
Trade Center and the Nangang Exhibition Center

in Taipei, Taiwan. This is the 15th edition of the 
biennial exhibition showcasing new machining and
manufacturing technologies. Equipment on display will
include machining centers; cutting tools; inspection
devices; fabricating and welding equipment; and
foundry and forging equipment. The show is 
expected to have 910 exhibitors, 4,500 booths and
44,500 visitors. 

For more information, visit timtos.com.tw.

“Our export sales
continue to grow

and Europe shows
a great deal

of potential as one
of the biggest

overseas markets.
Production at our

factory has doubled
in the last

eight months,
thanks partly to the

recovery in Europe.”



The estimated $60 million project was revealed in Japan
by the Nikkei news service. 
The news service reported that the new, 89,000 m²

plant would be built near Mori Seiki's recently established
research center in Davis, California. The plant would 
specialise in producing horizontal machining centers, with
a design capacity of 80 machine centers per month.
Employment is projected to be about 200. 

No announcement has been made by Mori Seiki or its
US organisation. 

However, earlier in 2010 Mori Seiki confirmed it was
evaluating plans to start machine tool manufacturing in the
US because of the difficulty of serving the North American
market as currency exchange rates fluctuate between
Japan (where most of Mori Seiki's manufacturing is done)
and the US. Adding production capability in North America
might offset any disparity in the exchange rate between the
two currencies. 

"If the value of the US dollar declines, it will become 

fiscally advantageous to manufacture machine tools in
North America, eliminating the cost of importing from
Japan," explained the company's president Dr. Masahiko
Mori, in January 2010. 

At that time Mori Seiki estimated that adding a new 
factory in North America would raise its total monthly 
output capacity by approximately 100 units to slightly more
than 900. It said this level of increase would prepare it for
the global expansion of machine tool sales it anticipates. 

Mori Seiki operates four factories in Japan, and another
in Switzerland. 

Also, since the time of the January announcement 
Mori Seiki has consolidated its US business with that of
DMG. The two groups have a cross-ownership arrangement
and co-market their machine designs and technologies
worldwide. DMG / Mori Seiki USA is headquartered in
Hoffman Estates, Illinois. 

For more information contact Edwin Roth Pty Ltd on
TEL: 011 970 1930

Machine tool giant Mori Seiki Co. Ltd. reportedly will proceed
with plans to build a new machine manufacturing plant in the US,

specifically in California.

Mori Seiki to build new plant in US
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EuroBLECH 2010 closed its doors on 30 October last year
after five successful exhibition days. In total, 61 300 trade
visitors came to visit the 21st occasion of the 

international technology exhibition for sheet metal working at
the Hanover exhibition grounds in Germany. 1 455 exhibitors
from 43 countries put a wide range of innovative solutions, 
cutting edge technology and an enormous amount of live
machine demonstration on display.

More than ever, last year's EuroBLECH was the focus of the
global sheet metal working industry for its role as the world's
leading trade exhibition and trend barometer for this industry
sector. "After a difficult time, the sheet metal working industry
is on the up again. Large increases in business activities have
been reported by many of our exhibiting companies, and the
general atmosphere at our exhibition was very positive,"
explains Nicola Hamann, Exhibition Director

EuroBLECH 2010, on behalf of the organisers Mack Brooks
Exhibitions.

In the current economic climate, approaching new markets
was the main aim for the exhibitors at EuroBLECH 2010,

according to the first exhibition survey. "We are therefore
delighted to be able to report that EuroBLECH 2010 was more
international than ever. 46% of our exhibitors came from 
outside Germany; and we could again increase our traditionally
high percentage of international visitors. 39% of visitors came
from outside Germany compared to 35% last time," says Nicola
Hamann.

The first exhibition survey data show that top visitor 
countries outside Germany were Switzerland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Austria, Belgium, Poland and the United Kingdom;
but also the Czech Republic and Russia were well represented
at EuroBLECH 2010. Visitor attendance from Asia and the USA
has increased substantially since 2008.

"The overall attendance at last year's show is in line with
what we expected. It was obvious that after such a difficult
time for this industry sector, we could not match the figures of
the record event in 2008. We see it as a big success for the
sheet metal working industry and its leading trade show
EuroBLECH to be able to announce results that are comparable
to 2006," says Nicola Hamann.

EuroBLECH 2010
More international than ever

Fiber laser and bending automation developments seen
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The preliminary exhibition survey also shows that
EuroBLECH 2010 had an above average increase in visitors
with decision making capacity; almost every second visitor
came to the show with the definite intention of buying. At this
year's EuroBLECH 99.9% of all visitors were trade visitors.

EuroBLECH 2010 received excellent evaluations from both,
visitors and exhibitors, from inside and outside Germany.
Participants were highly satisfied, particularly with the 
comprehensive range of products on offer and with the 
international flavour of the show. Some 75% of all exhibiting
companies intend to exhibit again at the next show. 
EuroBLECH 2012 will take place from 23 - 27 October 2012, in
Hanover, Germany.

Fiber laser continues to evolve
Fabricators should be well aware of fiber lasers by now.

Those visitors to EuroBLECH got a chance to see what happens
in a few short years after the 
technology's introduction. Estimates
show that about 20 companies
showed fiber laser cutting 
equipment, according to Dan
Davis of The Fabricator.

For those not familiar
with the technology, a fiber
laser is a solid-state laser that
relies on semiconductor
diodes and active fiber to 

create the laser beam. Unlike the laser cutting machines that
dominate the metal fabricating market today, the fiber laser
doesn't require a lasing gas, external mirrors, and turbines to
generate the laser. Fabricators should be aware that fiber-optic
cable can be used to transmit laser beams from other types of 

solid-state
laser resonators,

but usually the use of
active fiber to help 

generate the laser beam is what makes a fiber laser.
Industrial Laser Solutions for Manufacturing, a publication

that covers the laser market, estimated that the total number
of fiber laser cutting machines installed in the world through
2009 is slightly more than 170 units. While that number is
expected to grow aggressively in the coming years, it does pale
in comparison to the 3 500 to 4 000 laser units sold annually

worldwide.
The technology, however, continues to evolve and
has drawn the interest of metal fabricators.

Mike Guerin, CEO, Amada America Inc.,
said the prospect of spending as much

as one-third of what might normally be
spent on maintenance of a CO2 laser
is a big reason for the newfound 
interest. Also, because the solid-state
laser beam is much more focused,
half the size of a CO2 beam, fiber

lasers can cut reflective
materials, such as copper
and brass.

"You can cut things that
you couldn't normally cut
before," Guerin said. "It
increases the potential 

product that you throw onto the machine."
Amada introduced its FOL-F fiber laser with 4-kW laser

power at the show. The machine tool is able to reach that level
of power because of the use of diode and fiber laser 
technology supplied by Amada's partner, JDSU.

Guerin said the fiber technology lends itself to a compact
cutting head. When the small head is combined with advanced
control technology and proven motion systems, laser cutting of
thin-gauge sheet is reaching speeds of 58 metres per minute.

CO2 lasers still make the most sense for cutting thicker
materials, but even fiber lasers have made strides in this area
in recent years. The Amada fiber laser can cut mild steel up to
16 mm, according to Guerin.

"People have said that it may last 50,000 to 100,000 hours 

Bystronic's first production
model of a laser cutting system
equipped with a fiber laser, the
BySprint Fiber 3015

The AMADA FOL-F NT series
fiber laser: A high cutting speed
is an enormous advantage
offered by the fiber laser which,
for example, is also able to cut
copper, brass and titanium

The new 2D laser processing system TruLaser 5030 
with the fiber-guided TruDisk solid state laser by TRUMPF

The new BLM Group LT9 Combo system: a combined fiber laser cutting system for tubes and steel sheet
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[before the resonator needs replacement], but people 
really don't know," Guerin said. The life of the resonator 
is definitely something fabricators are interested in.

Meanwhile, machine tool builders are jumping on the 
development bandwagon. Salvagnini, which introduced its 
L1Xe fiber laser at EuroBLECH 2008, debuted a 3-kW power
source capable of cutting up to 60 metres per minute on 
thin-gauge stainless steel with nitrogen.

Salvagnini was also operating a fiber laser on its 
SL4 punch/laser combination machine. The equipment was
operating in conjunction with an automated sheet loader on
the EuroBLECH show floor.

"A lot of the job shops have had to answer the question
of what laser will work best for them," said Bill Bossard,
president, Salvagnini America. "That's why they want 
something so broad-for the many different jobs they process
in a day."

Bending automation for speed
It was hard to walk the floors of EuroBLECH without 

noticing some sort of bending automation being exhibited. 
A visitor was more likely to see a robot in front of a press
brake than a human operator.

Here, too, speed and efficiency are of the utmost 

importance. TRUMPF introduced its TruBend Cell 7000,
which is designed to deliver part
flow rates that are twice as fast as
conventional bending cells. 
An average cycle time of only four 
seconds per bend helps.

The bending cell at the show
comprised a bending robot, a 
loading unit, a pallet system, and
tracks. All of that fit into an 
enclosure that measured 

about 21 m².
Offline software programming not only determines

bending sequences, gripping position, and tooling 
selection, but also the shortest traverse paths, reducing
the time per bend. Also, the process of changing bending
tools can be automated. Because the tooling, developed
in conjunction with Wila, has ID chips that contain 
information such as the tool type and its proper 

position, it is able to communicate with the controller via
data channels in the tool clamp and in the support tracks of
the automated tool changer. That enables the bending 
robot to always select the right tool for the job and 
eliminates the downtime related to incorrect tooling 
selection.

Bystronic's Bybendpart can be used for the logical,
parametized and three-dimensional modeling of 

production-ready bent parts

TRUMPF introduced its TruBend Cell 7000, which is designed to
deliver part flow rates that are twice as fast as conventional 

bending cells. An average cycle time of only four seconds per bend

The Salvagnini L3.hd, high-dynamic fibre laser

In 2011 Mack Brooks Exhibitions
will again hold a series of sheet metal working
exhibitions in selected target markets:

BLECH Russia 2011 will take place from 
15 - 17 March 2011 in St. Petersburg,

BLECH India from 14 - 17 April 2011 
in Mumbai, and the first 

BLECH Nordic will be held in Stockholm, 
from 4 - 7 October 2011.

Information on EuroBLECH and the BLECH
events is available at www.blechevents.com
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Mike Cronin (centre) of Elquip Solutions
with Francesco and Filippo Gasparini, both of

Gasparini Rollforming Systems 

Steven Fitzmaurice
of World Power Products

with Manus Potgieter of PIM Machinery

Andrew Poole (centre) of First Cut with
Hans Burri and Roberto Costantino,
both of Prima Industrie/Finn-Power

Mathys Besselaar and Marc Edwards,
both of the Retecon Group with

Michael Gübele of Trumpf

Graham Rome of the Retecon Group,
Francesco Domenico Baramasco

and Arthur Carolin, both of World Power Products
with Karel Wilmot of the Retecon Group

Paulo Do Couto and Bertie Pryor,
both of Tractor Engineering

Hein van der Neut, Maurius Willers and
Rick Ferreira, all of Amada South Africa with

Aylwin Stephenson of Press Dynamik

Shaun Welthagen of JAG Engineering, Barry Page
of Amada South Africa, Pierre Parente of JAG
Engineering and Nic Davies of Pinion & Adams

Bill Clark and Mike Fletcher,
both of Laser Junction

Stig Rasmussen of Trifox and Anton Lubbe
of Fox Group with Anton's daughter Janel

Ben Steenkamp of Fabrinox Mike Walker of Walker Machine Tools
and Trevor Harley of General Rolling Works

In total, 61 300 trade visitors came to visit the 21st occasion of the 
international technology exhibition for sheet metal working...



Hendrik Koekemoer and Roger Hissey,
both of Trident Steel with Chesney Lloyd,

Just Refrigeration

Henri Zermatten of Manrepco,
Paul Dreyer of Lasercraft and
Bob Bouwmeesters of Bobfab

Phillip Lindeque of Clearcut Technology
with Malcolm Moriarty and Jacques Strauss,

both of the Retecon Group

Nicholas Faccin of Faccin with
Francesco Tallarico of Talmac

Eike Woermann
of Eico Manufacturing

Arvid von zur Mühlen and Maurice Mawson,
both of Messer Cutting Systems with

Robert Ebeling, Pan Mixers SA
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Kobus Stoor, Robert Serrurier and 
Brian Gilliland, all of Macsteel

Philipp Burgener of Bystronic with Vaughn Hanwith-Horden 
of Forest Engineering

Moritz Herrmann and Jurgen Lecki, both of Retecon Group 
with Yves Lechanteur of Indusys Technologies

Mike Cronin (centre) of Elquip Solutions with Pascal Denis
and Yannick Beauchamp, both of Vernet Behringer
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Taiwanese Fair Friend Group on
European machine tool firm acquisition trail

Taiwan-headquartered Fair Friend Group is reported to
have recently announced a plan to invest over 
£60 million to acquire four machine tool plants in

Europe, South Korea and Taiwan. 
The report, from Taiwan economic news publication

cens.com and which describes Fair Friend as "the largest
machine tool conglomerate in China", adds that the 
acquisition will help Fair Friend generate additional annual
sales of over £200 million, according to group chairman
Jimmy Chu. In 2009, cens.com reported that he said he
wanted the group to be a world top 10 machine tool 
manufacturer by 2015. 

Fair Friend has, in 2010, acquired two Italian firms,
Rambaudi and ROSA. Rambaudi specialises in the 
production of large milling machines and machining 
centres and has clients that include nine of China's 

aircraft manufacturers. 
Fair Friends' Feeler machine tool brand is represented

in the UK by Southam, Warks-based Engineering
Technology Group (01926 818418), which has so far
installed seven machining centres in the automotive sector,
Machinery was told. 

Fair Friend has 56 subsidiaries, 19 focusing on
machine tool production. The group's annual sales will 
double to £440 million in 2010, with the enterprise aiming
for £577 million in 2011. Mr Chu is said to be negotiating
to acquire, among others, a century-old manufacturer of
vertical machining centres in Germany, with annual sales
of £92 million; a manufacturer of machining centres in
Italy; a manufacturer of machining centres and 
components in South Korea; and a machine tool 
manufacturer in Taiwan, with annual sales of £41 million. 

Garryson consolidates
with Stellram and Landis

Stellram Cutting Tool Systems, Garryson Abrasives,
Burrs & Routers and Landis Threading Systems 
product lines have consolidated under one 

over-arching company name, "ATI Stellram".
The consolidation allows Garryson products to make

better use of the global structure and strategy of ATI and
further integrate the materials and cutting tool services
provided to customers. 

The transition period will last a few months and
changes will be seen in standard forms, business cards
and printed literature. 

Product labelling and promotional literature will continue
to strongly feature the Garryson brand name, recognising
its reputation in abrasives markets around the world. 

The order process and company contacts will remain
unchanged.

Kaltenbach forms strategic partnership
with InTEC

Kaltenbach has formed a strategic partnership with
InTEC, GmbH. InTEC is a market-leader in automated
painting systems for structural steel sections, plate

and fabrications and the Kaltenbach Group will represent
and sell InTEC systems globally. 

The strategic agreement between Kaltenbach and
InTEC, further strengthens the Kaltenbach Group and its
ongoing supply of comprehensive, integrated structural
steel line processing systems which includes: 
shot-blasting; painting; sawing; drilling; flame profiling; 
coping; punching and shearing as well as all the software
required to achieve process control and total logistic 
processing. 

InTEC is an international market-leading manufacturer
of automated, roller-bed painting systems for steel 

sections, beams and plate. Its products include, primer 
and top coating systems, UV pipe coating systems, 
paint delivery systems, pre and after dryers, marking and
labelling machines and special systems. 

InTEC had been a supplier to Gietart and Kaltenbach
for the past 15 years, with over 250 coating systems
installed globally, including many in the UK. 

The Kaltenbach Group recently formed the subsidiary
company, Kaltenbach SPS (Shot blast and Painting
Systems) B.V. after the acquisition, in November 2009, 
of Gietart BV, Holland, a leading shot-blast machine 
manufacturer and structural steel painting systems 
specialist.

For further details contact the local representatives
First Cut on TEL: 011 614 112
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Users will find their personal computers run faster as a
result, and they will be able to work on many projects
at the same time. Many users will also find that 

their toolpath calculations are accelerated. This is a 
first-of-its-kind appliance, combining hardware and 
software, which only requires a power outlet and a network
connection within the customer premises. Its main 
component is a pre-installed special version of 
CimatronE NC seat that is dedicated to toolpath 
calculation. This accounts for much of the product's value.
The hardware inside the current release of the SuperBox
contains an Intel i7 CPU with 16GB RAM.

What are the key benefits of the SuperBox?
SuperBox customers will be able to:

Release resources on individual PCs and improve
response time of all running applications.

When a workstation is calculating an NC toolpath, it 
commits much of its resources to that calculation, even if
this calculation is being processed in the background. 
As a result, the computer's other tasks will run slower. 
NC programmers, who want to continue working during these
calculations, will find that everything takes longer, and runs
less smoothly.

The SuperBox is a very straight forward solution to this
problem for CimatronE users only; toolpath calculations will
no longer have a negative effect on the NC programmer's 
computer.

Do more: Handle several projects at the same time, 
without slowing down.

Offloading toolpath calculations also allows individual
workstations to effectively handle several projects at once.
NC programmers will be able to work on several projects 
during toolpath calculations without experiencing delays.
They will be able to combine several toolpath calculations

with additional NC programming or even CAD work like 
electrode design and even full tool design. This is a huge
advantage for all NC users, especially those who use the 
NC computer for CAD work as well.

Complete toolpath calculations for entire projects at
record speeds.

The SuperBox is faster at calculating toolpaths than the
average NC Programmer's computer. It can also calculate
more than one procedure from the same project in parallel.
So users will also find that their toolpath calculations are
accelerated, especially when they calculate in bulk.

Is it really Plug and Play?
Yes, it really is plug and play! The SuperBox boots 

automatically once connected to the network and switched
on; it automatically identifies all CimatronE workstations 
connected to the network. It contains an auto recovery 
mechanism ensuring automatic reboot in the event 
of unpredicted network or power failure. For most users,
that's it, they'll never have to install or modify anything.
Additional preferences, permissions and other settings 
can be managed by an administrator, and there is a tutorial
available for this purpose.

Why the SuperBox?
Because it's completely risk-free:
• No training, no implementation, no setup.
• Immediate returns: Start saving time and money 

from day one.
• Rental solution: Enjoy free support and 

free updates.

For additional information, please visit
www.NCSuperBox.com or www.cimatron.co.za

You can contact Louis Avenant or Roy Miller on 
TEL: 011 887 1752

The Superbox
- Powered by Cimatron E

The SuperBox is a plug and play device that automatically offloads
NC calculation tasks from all CimatronE seats in a network, thereby freeing up

resources of individual work stations.

PRODUCT  REVIEW
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These machines use high strength roller type 
linear guide ways to allow a greater weight load 
capacity, with 6 guides on X axis and 4 on the 

Y axis this design gives an unbelievable resistance to
tilting under heavy machining. The large ball screws 
are created with an inner tubing that reduces noise
from the screws by up to 40%. Both slides and 
ball screws are automatically lubricated for smooth
movement.

The Z axis being the part that takes the most
stress when machining is equipped with roller type 
linear guide ways giving the head stock incredible
strength resisting both flex and vibration, 
there are six heavy duty roller blocks on 
the headstock making it look like one
solid unit. Rapid feeds on X and Y are 
36 metre min and on the Z axis 
24 metre min.

All the castings are made from a high
quality HT300 cast iron and are naturally
weathered for a minimum of three months
before they are machined. After machining the
table and contact areas are heat treated to insure 
perfect hardness to stop any damage that might 
occur during usage.

TAKAM offer four different variations of spindle speeds.
The standard is a belt driven spindle which is the most
used type drive on machining centres, standard revolutions
on these machines are 10000rpm. This type of drive can
be offered in BT40 or BT50 spindle nose with speeds 
varying from 6000-12000rpm.  

They also offer the in-line spindle drive where the 
motor is placed on the end of the spindle and driven 
via a coupling this can offer speeds of up to 
15000 rpm. The M-one built in spindle is the most
advanced spindle offered by TAKAM with speeds of 
up to 30000rpm. And for heavy duty machining they offer 
a 2-step gearbox that provides up to 3 times the 

standard
torque 
of a belt 
driven spindle.

A 24 arm type tool changer is standard and gives a chip
to chip time of only 4.5 seconds.

The M-one range of machines are offered in 

seven different sizes ranging from X axis of 600mm to
1600 mm to suit all your needs. The 4 way swivel control
panel allows you to adjust the monitor to any desired 
position for easy usage.

For more information contact Maurice Lockwood 
of Toolquip & Allied on TEL: 011 370 2727 or visit the 
web link www.toolquip.co.za/product/mo-series

Introducing the
TAKAM M-one series

CNC machining centres
TAKAM in cooperation with SPINNER of Germany have developed

a new range of CNC machining centres.

All the castings are made from a high quality HT300 cast iron
and are naturally weathered for a minimum of three months before they are

machined. After machining the table and contact areas are heat treated to insure 
perfect hardness to stop any damage that might occur during usage
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At EuroBLECH 2010
Messer Cutting Systems
presented its

MultiTherm®: a portal
machine with which both 
plasma and laser 
cutting is possible on one 
system.

The system has two 
plasma torches and two 
laser cutting heads.
Depending upon the 
requirements for material
thickness, cut metre costs,
precision or heat input, either
the plasma process or the
laser may be used. It is also
possible to combine both
processes in one nested plan.
This means it is, for example,
possible to cut inner contours
highly accurately with the
laser and outer contours fast
and economically with the
plasma torch. Thanks to the 
plasma. It is also possible 
to cut material up to 40 mm 
thick.

As both laser heads on the
MultiTherm® can also be used 
simultaneously, the productivity is
increased drastically: if many similar
parts are to be cut at the same time,
this can be done in almost half 

the time.
The solid

state laser beam
source is very
robust and
needs 
extremely low
maintenance. 
As the laser
beam is 
guided 
through a 
fibre cable 
throughout,
there are 

also no adjustment and 
maintenance costs for the 
beam guidance right up to the
cutting head. What is more, the
laser with a combined power of
2 x 2,4 kW on an area of less
than 1m² are very compact and
have an especially high 
efficiency of up to 30 %. 

GlobalControlplus and
GlobalControls

GlobalControlplus and
GlobalControls, Messer's own
machine controls make the 
most demanding functions 
available. With the 15 inch touch
screen with its GlobalHMI user

interface, these can be called up
easily and comfortably by the operator. The latest Bus

technology, GlobalConnect, ensures a high level of 
standardisation and makes the unit future-proof 
through simple retrofits. GlobalLifter, the new cutter 
suspension with integrated Z axis and optimised 
connection to the control makes the support of both 
current and future equipment possible. The MesserApps
functions package ensures optimum cutting results: 
It includes, for instance, special nozzle design, cutting
head technology, cutting parameters and contours 
types.

For further details contact Messer South Africa on 
TEL: 011 708 4444

MultiTherm®: New combination
of plasma and laser cutting
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The new NBV vertical machining center is as 
noteworthy for what it doesn't have as what it has.
Eliminating all hydraulics, this compact VMC is flush

with modular application flexibility, including configurations
for 3-, 4-, and 5-axis contouring or 5-axis mill/turn work,
integrated CAM support and program simulation, 
and four spindle options ranging up to 42,000 rpm. 
In addition to its hydraulic-free design, the NBV conserves
energy with a selectable ECO-Mode power saving 
feature that automatically levels speed and acceleration 
for an ideal balance of cutting performance, energy use
and machine-component life. Ideal applications 
include die/mold, automotive and aerospace impellers 
and blisks, medical, and general machining.

In a footprint of just 9.6 m², the fixed-table NBV 700
provides X-Y-Z ranges of 700 x 600 x 500 mm, with 
table capacity of 300 kg [250 kg in mill-turn configuration].
Spindle options include speeds of 10,000, 12,000 
(mill-turn only), 18,000, 24,000 and 42,000 rpm, 
offering a torque range of 125 to 12.4 Nm at 40 percent

duty. A disc-type 40-tool 
magazine integrated 

in the machine bed 

maximizes in-cut time with fast direct tool change 
(4.4 sec chip-to-chip), without a separate tool changer. 
The hydraulic-free system clamps tools with proven disc
springs.

FEA-optimized for static and dynamic stiffness, the 
NBV is built 
on a single-piece
cast machine
bed that 
provides 
high rigidity and
vibration 
damping for 
outstanding 
cutting 
performance 
and precision in
heavy machining
operations. 

Linear 
guideways on 
X,Y and Z axes
provide ideal
machine 
dynamics, 

even with
larger 
workpieces. High-performance machining is achieved
with direct-coupled digital drives, delivering rapid 
traverse rates up to 60 m/min and acceleration up to
6 m/s2. An NC tilting/rotary table provides optional 
A and C axes with ±5 arc second accuracy, 
minimizing movement of the linear axes in contour

machining. The mill-turn version includes a
1000 rpm C-axis table 
as well.

Control options for the 
NBV 700 include Siemens, 
Bosch Rexroth, Fanuc and
Heidenhain. The NBV 700 is a
self-contained unit, making for
easy transportation, rigging and
setup. Automation and other 

processing options, including 
MQL/dry machining, robot load/unload

systems and additional tool-disc 
magazines, are easily integrated.

For more information contact the
local agents WD Hearn Machine Tools
on TEL: 021 534 5351,
www.wdhearn.co.za

New NBV vertical machining center
packs extensive mold/die capability into

small footprint, eliminates hydraulics
Modular VMC can be configured for 3-axis to 5-axis/mill-turn work. Green design

eliminates hydraulics, optimizes energy use to cutting requirements.

In addition to its
hydraulic-free design,

the NBV conserves
energy with a

selectable ECO-Mode
power saving feature

that automatically
levels speed

and acceleration for
an ideal balance

of cutting performance,
energy use and

machine-component life 
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Job shops and product manufacturers
often cut parts out of thin sheet for
medical products, brown goods and

white goods, ventilation systems or
façade elements. For all these, it is now
possible to reduce the cost of producing
these parts by up to 20 percent, thanks
to the new 2D laser processing system
TruLaser 5030 with the fiber-guided
TruDisk solid state laser by TRUMPF.
Because of its high dynamics, the
machine makes full use of the solid
state laser's advantages and achieves
very high cutting speeds in thin sheet.

In fusion cutting of stainless steel up
to 4 mm thick, the TruLaser 5030 fiber
achieves feed rates up to three times
faster than the CO2 version. This
reduces the table time up to 45 percent
and decreases the cost per part 
significantly. And the new machine cuts
not only construction steel, stainless
steel and aluminium cost-effectively but
also non-ferrous metals such as copper
and brass. This expands material 
flexibility for the user.   

The core of the TruLaser 5030 is a
fiber-guided TruDisk solid state laser with an output rating of 
3 kw. With the 2D laser cutting system, users can process
sheets measuring 3,000 mm x 1,500 mm. To keep processing
time as low as possible and increase the flow-rate of parts, the
TruLaser 5030 fiber has features that have already proven
themselves in the CO2 laser version: a one-cutting head 
strategy, automatic tip changer and all cutting data for a
smooth cutting start. 

Since the complex beam guidance of a CO2 machine drops

out and the laser beam is guided by a
fiber, the TRUMPF developers were able
to work in new, constructive directions.
Their results set new standards, even for
design, that is attractive for its 
streamlined and compact construction. 

And there are very concrete 
advantages for the user, since TruLaser
5030 fiber has a 20 percent smaller
footprint. In addition, thanks to its 
flexible beam line, the solid state laser
can be placed independently of the
machine. But something even more
important: the machine and the solid
state laser come from the same source,
so that the two components are 
optimally adjusted to each other. And
the user only has to work with a single
contact person at TRUMPF. 

In principle, the TruLaser 5030 can
cut the same sheet thicknesses as the
equally performing CO2 laser version.
The differences lie in the quality of the
components and the productivity for 
different sheet thicknesses. The 
1.03 µm wavelength of the solid state
laser makes it possible to cut thin sheet,

using fusion cutting and nitrogen, quickly and at the same time
at high part quality. 

When flame cutting construction steel there are no decisive
differences over the range of thicknesses between the two laser
technologies. However, from a sheet thickness of about 4 mm,
the advantages of CO2 lasers in fusion cutting become important,
particularly because of the better quality of the cut parts.

For further details contact the Retecon Group on 
TEL: 011 976 8600

The new 2D laser processing system
TruLaser 5030 with the fiber-guided

TruDisk solid state laser

Job shops and product manufacturers often
cut parts out of thin sheet for medical products,

brown goods and white goods, ventilation systems
or façade elements. For all these, with the new
TruLaser 5030 fiber it is now possible to reduce
the cost of producing these parts by up to 20 % 

The core of the TruLaser 5030 is a fiber-guided TruDisk 
solid state laser with an output rating of 3 kilowatts 

In fusion cutting of stainless steel up to 4 mm thick, the
TruLaser 5030 fiber achieves feed rates up to three times faster

than the CO2 version. This reduces the table time up to 45 percent. 
The new machine also cuts non-ferrous metals

such as copper and brass economically





With the KKS 463, KALTENBACH has brought the
fastest universal circular sawing machine for 
metalworking to the market. A precondition for 

the record time in which the machine cuts through 
workpieces is the optimal coordination of all components
toward maximum throughput - without compromising 
quality.

A continuous one-piece machine box enables the 
aberration-free alignment of automatic feed, saw and 
cut-off gripper. This creates the conditions necessary for
highly precise cut-offs. Alignment of individual components
during assembly and readjustment after the first few hours
of operation is completely unnecessary.

Material 
positioning combines 

precision with high speed.
The material freed gripper has a

robust linear guide and is driven by a
ballscrew spindle with brushless servomotor. The 
positioning speed is automatically selected depending
upon material weight and can reach up to 60 meters per
minute.

All setup work normally required with other universal
saws is not necessary with the KKS 463 NA. All clamping
devices have been designed as long-stroke clamping
devices, and these can hold flat material, for example, from
12 x 5 to 250 x 75 millimeters with no modification 
necessary. An automatic clamping pressure restrictor 
prevents the deformation of thin-walled profiles. The 
optimal clamping pressure is selected on the basis of
materials data from the PROFICUT material master. 

A sawing feed of up to 2,000 millimeters per minute is

possible with tubing. The optimum feed rates and cutting
speeds are automatically calculated by the sawing program
and are directly transmitted to the saw via a proportional
valve as well as a frequency-regulated saw drive. Up to
now, thick-walled square bars were sawn with constant
feed rates. Here, too, feed technology has been optimized
so that the KKS 463 can live up to its title of "fastest 
universal circular sawing machine in the world": Starting
cuts are sawn using normal feed rates. As soon as the saw
blade has cut through the wall, though, the feed rate is
automatically increased. When the wall in the upper 
section of the material has been reached, then the feed
rate is again reduced to normal. 

The KKS 463 masters all miter cuts from +30 to 
-30 degrees. A servomotor dynamically positions the

rotary table and automatically sets it to the 
preselected cutting angle. Rotary 

movement takes place during
material feed or during parts
removal. Changes to the miter
angle therefore have no effect
on the cycle time. In addition,
up to three cuts can be 
carried out on the front and
rear sides, and the gusset
produced in the process is
pushed off automatically. 
The vertical clamping device

that holds the material on both
sides of the saw blade in position is

designed to pivot with it. Protruding 
edges are minimized hereby and the 

minimal remnant lengths reduced to around 
30 millimeters.

The KKS 463 NA can determine material width and
height through measuring devices. An automatic parts 
calculation correction is carried out in case of variance.
Width tolerances of the raw material can thus be evenly
balanced, resulting in highly precise cut-offs and perfect
miter cuts. Front cuts, remnants and cut-offs are removed
fully automatically from the sawing area by a cut-off 
gripper, and can be pushed off to selectable 
positions. Depending on the length, the cut-off is disposed
of during positioning of the bar for the next cut 
so that distribution time does not interfere with 
cycle time.

Material feed can take place electively from the 
left or the right in order to guarantee optimal material 
flow. Materials to be cut can be mounted upstream in
numerous magazines and fed to the saw fully 
automatically.

For more information contact First Cut on 
TEL: 011 614 1121

One of the fastest universal
circular saws in the world

The KKS 463 from KALTENBACH accelerates 
all sub-processes in record time.
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TaeguTec launches 2011
TaeguTec has always strived to develop innovative products 

that enables customers to achieve exceptional productivity levels 
whilst reducing costs and improving component quality.

As part of its ongoing product development, TaeguTec
is now proud to introduce a series of ingenious new
products that are the result of such endeavor.

Amongst the new products, TaeguTec confidently unveils
its new signature series "Gold Rush". The new series with
original tooling concepts will help customers "strike gold" in
their machining applications.  TaeguTec has worked tirelessly
on every aspect of their new product range; working closely
with customers and industry experts, challenged their 
R&D team and tested their developments strenuously.

As a result, the new product range includes a new
series that will undoubtedly deliver remarkable results for
customers. TaeguTec believes that customers' growth and
success is the barometer of their own growth and success.
At the same time, the company knows that the only way to
achieve such success is to continually pioneer superior
quality products and solutions.

The new grades have the following features:
• Excellent surface finish on the workpiece
• Improved adhesion and insert chipping resistance
• Stable and extended tool life in continuous and 

interrupted cutting operations
• Reduced cutting friction and minimized built-up 

edge on exotic materials

Gold Rush grades for steel applications
The TT8115, TT8125, TT8135, TT7100 and TT5100

have been launched for low and high speed continuous
turning on steels with excellent wear, toughness and 
heat-resistance, as well as for a wide range of steel turning
operations and applications, including heavy turning. They
have excellent chipping and sticking resistance with a
tough carbide substrate and good resistance

Gold Rush grades for stainless steels and high-temp
alloy applications

The TT5080, TT9215, TT9235, TT9080 and TT9225

have high cutting speeds and continuous cutting, excellent
insert wear resistance, toughness and very hard submicron
substrate with good fracture toughness. Suitable for 
turning a wide range of high-temp alloy, low cutting speed
and interrupted cutting

Gold Rush grades for holemaking applications
TT9300 (CVD) Steel applications - A 10µm thick layer

has been added to the CVD coating, which enhances 
toughness and wear resistance. It makes this grade 
suitable to high speed steel machining. In addition the
grade shows 200% and 130% improved tool life when 
compared to the existing TT5100 and competitor grades,
respectively. Accordingly, the TT5100 will be phased out
completely by the end of 2011 and the TT9300 grade will
be available.

Gold Rush grades for milling applications
TT6800 (CVD), TT6080 (PVD), TT7080 (PVD), TT7800

(CVD) and TT9080 (PVD) have excellent tool life when
machining general cast iron at high speed and feed rates,
crack resistance and high mechanical shock resistance,
high wear resistance and good toughness, extended tool
life for medium and low speed machining, high wear, 
thermal, recommended for dry milling and for medium to
rough machining in die and mold applications. Can be used
on low carbon, low alloy steels, alloy steels, mold steels
and stainless steels

End of year celebration
In December 2010 TaeguTec South Africa held its 

traditional 'End of Year' get together for clients, suppliers
and friends. Featured is a selection of the over 
200 attendees.

For more information contact TaeguTec South Africa on
TEL: 011 3621500

Chris Botha and Leonard Brits, both of Actom Switchgear,
Djuanne Newmann of 3 BT Tool & Plastics, Derek Hope and

Francois Botha, both of Conax Manufacturing, Werner Erasmus of
JM Engineering and Tommie Bezuidenhout of TaeguTec South Africa

Brian Dunn and Ian Allman, both of Element 6,
Llewellyn van der Merwe of Ringrollers, Marius Joubert

of Element 6 and Nathan Govender from Taegutec South Africa
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Juan van Niekerk of KSB Pumps,
Hennie Potgieter of Reef Construction
with Chris Potgieter from TaeguTec SA 

Derick Anderson of John Crane,
Koos Gerber of Cobra, Gene Haskins of Cobra,

Dawid van der Merwe of John Crane and
Johnny Sequeira from Cobra

Raymond Rose of Z Manufacturing
and Stephen Anthony of Madan Engineering

Leon Joubert, Lukas Fortuin, Barney Coetzee,
Daniel Mohlaloganye, Ryna Botha and

Johan van Heerden, all from Scaw Metals

Jorge Regal and Mike Field, both of David Brown
with Gideon Herridge (centre) of R&E Pumps

Leon, Herman and Jaco van Rooyen, all of
Hypersonic Engineering with Leon Bianchina

(2nd right) of Taegutec South Africa 
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Kyocera Corporation
has launched the
MFPN cutter, a new

face mill that promotes
efficient machining with
new PVD coated inserts.
With the aim of providing
superior productivity and
lower operating costs, the
new MFPN cutters and
inserts combine superior
fracture resistance with
reduced cutting forces.
This combination provides
long and consistent tool
life in multiple 
applications. 

The MFPN cutter 
utilizes a double-sided
pentagon-shaped insert.
This economically efficient
design offers 10 cutting
edges per insert. The
inserts have two locating
surfaces in the pocket,
contributing to improved
rigidity, as well as 
extended and repeatable
tool life. The inserts also
feature a helical cutting edge design to reduce chatter and a
double-edged design to reduce the cutting forces generated
while machining. Three chipbreakers and two PVD coated 
carbide grades are available, making the MFPN suitable for a
wide range of machining. 

The MFPN is Kyocera's newest addition to the company's
ever-growing lineup of cost efficient milling tools. 

Product features 
1. General purpose, roughing face mill with 

pentagonal/10 corner inserts for improved cost savings.
The new MFPN cutter uses double-sided pentagon-shaped

inserts, offering 10 cutting edges. This reduces the cost per
corner for greater cost savings.

In addition to the cost savings per edge, the cutter offers
excellent stability through the positioning of the insert 
locating surfaces. These surfaces are positioned diagonally
across from the main cutting edge, a design that distributes
the cutting forces to reduce insert movement in 
the pocket.    

2. Helical cutting edge design lowers cutting resistance
and controls chatter.

The new MFPN cutter reduces cutting resistance and 

controls chatter with the
helical cutting edge
design of its inserts.  

3. Double-edge design
helps prevent sudden
insert fracture.

The double-edge
design allows a secondary
cutting edge (ß° angle) to
cut after the primary 
cutting edge (a° angle)
thins the chips.

Thanks to this design,
the cutting forces and
resulting vibration that
occur as the insert exits
the cut are dramatically
reduced.    

4. Multiple 
chipbreakers are available
to match a variety of
applications.

Three molded 
chipbreakers are offered
for a range of 
applications: The 
general-purpose 

GM chipbreaker, the SM chipbreaker for lower cutting 
resistance, and the GH chipbreaker for heavy machining.
Each chipbreaker features smooth chip evacuation and helps
to reduce the possibility of re-cutting chips.  

5. MEGACOAT provides long tool life.
Kyocera's proprietary PVD* coating process, the 

MEGACOAT, applies a hard and oxidation-resistant coating
layer to the insert surface. The unique properties of the
MEGACOAT offer extraordinary wear resistance and provide
superior durability in high-speed machining. 

*Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) coating: A method
whereby electrical or heat energy causes chemical reactions
such as fusion and ionization to form a physical coating on
the surface of the base material.  

Kyocera Corporation is represented in South Africa by
Skok Machine Tools. The company is one of South Africa's
longest serving companies to represent international OEMs
manufacturing machine tools and tooling for the 
metalworking industry. They also boast of a competent 
applications and service department. For further details 
contact Ray Porter on TEL: 011 392 3710.

KYOCERA launches MFPN Cutter,
a highly efficient face mill

Bolstering productivity with low cutting resistance
and superior fracture resistance.
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Behringer Speed Cutting Technology has revolutionized
bandsaws with regard to cutting performance, band
service life and reduced non-productive times. At the

EMO 2009 in Milan the HBM400SC bandsaw cut the 
16 Mn Cr5 material at a rate of over 500 cm²/min 
with a carbide tipped saw band of dimensions 
7,500 x 100 x 1.1 mm.  

Thanks to continuous development of SC technology by
Behringer's development engineers and application 
technicians, band service life of greater than 25 m² 
can be achieved with this material even at these higher
power ratings. Initially SC technology was used primarily for
high-volume cutting. In the meantime interest for this 
technology has increased to a broader range of industries
which cut large volumes and batches. 

The pivotal issue with high-performance cutting is 
stability of the entire machine. Therefore, at Behringer all
essential components are always manufactured from grey
cast iron. The cutting pressure control with servo feed and
carbide package are a part of the HBM model range 
standard equipment. Firstly, the servo motor-controlled
band feed gripper guarantees consistent swarf removal
during the cutting process, and secondly the 
sensitive cutting pressure control prevents overloading 
the cutting band. This can, for example, occur if 
material inclusions are apparent or if different tooth loads
occur due to height differences of the saw bands. 

"Numerous attempts and also our customers' 
experiences prove that the feed system via ballscrew 
spindle has great advantages over the hydraulic saw feed
system, especially with respect to cutting performance and
saw band service life," explains Managing Director
Christian Behringer. 

Behringer has now transferred the extensive series of
innovations and experience from SC technology to the HBM
model range and offers the so-called SC upgrade as extra
configuration level. The company achieved this technology
transfer successfully. 

The cutting rates and band service life, which were 
considered inconceivable till recently, prove this 
convincingly. For example, with the SC package cylindrical
18 Cr Ni Mo 7-6 material of 650 N/mm² and 420 mm
diameter can be cut at a rate of 730 cm²/min - and this
with a band service life greater than 9 m². For this purpose
a carbide tipped saw band of 7,500 x 54 x 1.6 mm 
is used. 

In another application with the same saw band similar
performance was achieved and band service life levels in
42 Cr Mo S 4 V material. This represents a fivefold
increase in cutting 

performance compared to the previously common 
values. However, the SC kit does not only offer advantages
in the use of carbide tipped cutting bands. Performance
increases in excess of 30 % and greater band service life

are also achieved with bimetal saw
bands. This is made possible through
the combination of various features
which distinguish the SC kit. A heavy,
backlash free gearbox and efficient
cutting drive guarantee a precise cut
with cutting rates up to 300 m/min.
In addition, the band guides are, 
in contrast to the standard HBM,
modified and adapted to the 
suit the high-performance 
operation. 

Band service life increases 
significantly in conjunction with
improved coolant feed, via special
nozzles acting directly into the cutting
channel, and also a coolant filtration
unit. The SC extension can be 
activated by the SC button integrated
in the control. A sophisticated swarf
removal concept via self-adjusting
double brushes and a large 
dimensioned swarf conveyor ensure
reliable saw band cleaning and 
reliable swarf transport from the
machine. 

For further details contact 
Elquip Solutions on 
TEL: 011 826 7117

Behringer SC technology
bandsaws
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The two sealed the deal by taking a cross shareholding of 
5 per cent in each other. Together, the two companies
claim to have 10-12 per cent of the world metalcutting

machine tool market. 
JIMTOF2010 was, therefore, the first edition of Japan's

biennial manufacturing technology show since the get-together.
It was also the first JIMTOF since Mori Seiki had acquired
Sony's measurement technology business, typically used 
alongside DRO technology, but which was evident on the
JIMTOF stand, integrated into Mori Seiki machine tools. 

The main event, then, was the display of 15 new Mori Seiki
machine tools, shown off on a highly prominent combined 
Mori Seiki/DMG stand at JIMTOF. At 2,600 m², it was the
largest at the show and also 450 m² larger than the previous
Mori Seiki presence. And this time, for the first time, of course,
there were DMG machines on show - some 22, in fact. 

The birth of the X-class! - The NLX2500 CNC lathe is the
first series launched as the X-class

The NLX2500 Series, which has evolved from the NL Series
as a result of a full model change, is Mori Seiki's first series
launched as the X-class.  

The NLX2500 Series has evolved from the NL Series that
sold more than 10,000 units, and is designed to reflect current
market needs. It is packed with extensive features including 
(1) high rigidity, (2) measures against thermal displacement,
(3) energy saving, (4) space saving, (5) MAPPS IV + ESPRIT,
and (6) compliance with safety standards.  

High rigidity 
The NLX2500/700 (turning specifications),

NLX2500MC/700 
(milling specifications) and
NLX2500Y/700 (Y-axis 
specifications) use different
platforms for each model to
ensure high rigidity.  In 
addition, the machines offer
longer tool life and 
capabilities for heavy-duty
cutting by using slideways.  

Measures against 
thermal displacement 

As standard 
specifications, the NLX
Series uses a bed with
coolant circulating inside.
This allows the machine to
achieve active control over

thermal displacement caused by 
cutting heat and changes in the ambient
temperature.  

Energy saving
The NLX Series uses a compact CNC

that consumes less power, an 
inverter-type hydraulic unit, and LED
lighting to reduce environmental burden
and running costs.  The total power 
consumption has been reduced by
approximately 13% for the
NLX2500/700 (turning specifications),
by approximately 10% for the NLX2500MC/700 
(milling specifications), and by approximately 14% for the
NLX2500Y/700 (Y-axis specifications).  Additionally, the 
lubricating oil consumption has been reduced by approximately
15% by stopping the oil supply during standby.

Space saving 
Each model uses different platforms and is 

optimally-designed to suit the specifications.  The
NLX2500/700 (turning specifications), for example, has
achieved approximately 22% reduction in the installation 
area compared to the conventional NL Series.  

MAPPS IV + ESPRIT
The NLX Series uses the MAPPS IV high-performance 

operating system for its operation panel.  In addition to 
automatic programming software (standard), ESPRIT CAM 
software is available as an option.  The combination of 

MAPPS IV and ESPRIT
allows the machine to 
handle complex 
machining programming
and to flexibly meet 
customer needs. 

Compliance with safety
standards  

The NLX Series 
conforms to safety 
standards all over the
world, including CE
Standards, UL Standards
and ANSI.  

For more information
contact Edwin Roth Pty Ltd
on TEL: 011 970 1930

The birth of Mori Seki's
NLX2500 CNC lathe

Japan's Mori Seiki and Germany's Gildemeister
(parent of sales organisation DMG) announced
their co-operation in March 2009, with this
subsequently taking in sales, service, research and
development, production, procurement and finance.
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The AMADA FOL-F NT series, equipped with a fiber
laser, are real all rounders that are able to cut even
difficult materials such as copper, titanium and brass.

The fiber laser is extremely energy-efficient, compact and
exceptionally productive in operation.

For the first time ever, AMADA presented its 
FOL-F NT series of laser cutting machines at EuroBLECH
2010 in Hanover. Heart of the system is a resonator which
generates a laser beam with a wavelength that is only
approximately a tenth of that emitted by a conventional gas
laser. This technical characteristic makes it possible to
integrate the laser beam in a fibre optic and transport it
over several metres with no loss of energy. This means that
the position of the resonator relative to the system is
extremely flexible. Depending on the actual production

environment, this makes it 
possible to reduce 

the space

requirements. Furthermore, the use of fiber technology
eliminates some of the optics that would normally be 
needed and therefore greatly reduces the maintenance
requirements.

Laser capabilities that touch new dimensions
Complementing AMADA's high-performance, 

conventional laser technology, the fiber laser system
enables sheet metal workers to extend their processing
range: copper, brass and titanium can be cut, as can other
materials which were difficult or impossible to process in
the past. The machining speeds achieved by the 
FOL-F NT series offer a very satisfactory performance level.
For example, it is possible to achieve cutting speeds of 
60 m/min when processing 1 mm-thick stainless steel. This
is due to the fact that the resonator is configured from a
number of laser modules. A top-range fiber laser, for 
example, can reach an output of up to 4 kW.

Energy-efficiency combined with low resource 
consumption

Nowadays, energy-efficient operation and a rational
environmental impact are among the most important

requirements facing machine technology. AMADA 
naturally placed great emphasis on these factors
during the development of the fiber laser. The fiber
laser needs no warm-up and has a greatly reduced

energy requirement in standby operation. The 
excellent energy consumption not only reduces 

operating costs but also saves resources. Moreover,
because the fiber laser needs no CO2 during 
operation, it helps to reduce emissions of this 

environmentally harmful gas.

For further details contact Amada South Africa on 
TEL: 011 453 5459

AMADA
fiber laser technology

The WGT 350, 500 and 1000 dedicated gear tester
range, represent the ultimate in gear testing 
performance from Wenzel GearTec. All axes are made

from natural dark granite, guaranteeing excellent thermal
behaviour and air bearings on all axes to ensure smooth
running and high accuracy performance. All WGT models
have a fully counterbalanced tailstock, as standard, to 
support longer gears, tools and shafts with parts easily
loaded due to its ergonomic design. 

Developed to measure all kinds of gears, worms, worm
gears, bevel gears, shafts and other rotational symmetrical
parts can be measured. The scanning of unknown contours

is possible as well.
Outstanding features of

these systems are the use of
air bearing guide ways in all
axis as well as on the rotary
table and the entire system
is installed on passive 
(or optional active) vibration
absorbers.

For further details contact Fritz Kosa of Trimos-Sylvac
on TEL: 012 661 4161

The WGT range joins Wenzel's many
other state-of-the-art machines



Small and compact, it fits into every tool: Everything from
simple notes to detailed documents, tool journals as well
as maintenance record & tables including pictures and

video clips. The portable memodübel is able to administer and
securely archive anything. And the best thing is: anything stored
on a computer - texts, tables, drawings, pictures, videos 
- anything can be easily read and written with memodübel 
without additional software. 

Every tool requires individual 
information: Texts, pictures, drawings,
plans, programs, documents, reports, lists, 
filing systems. The advantage of data 
available right on the spot where it's 
needed most is obvious. Data handling is
extremely efficient using the memodübel®
and very user-friendly. The memodübel®
is a perfect solution. It is portable and
archives wirelessly up to 4 gigabyte of 
information exactly where you need the 
information, in the tool or on the machine.
No matter where the tool is, its information
is always at hand. Connect your Blackberry,
iPhone, Palm, PDA, Smartphone, note-book
or laptop via USB with the memodübel®

to access all the data necessary for your daily work. Texts, 
diagrams, pictures or videos - the memodübel® provides the
handling software for all documents (reading, writing, 
manipulating) as freeware. Data verification from or to 
computer systems is possible any number of times without 
restriction. 

The memodübel® is built to safety class IP 65 in a sturdy
aluminium case, a robust data memory device for an infinite

quantity of information where you need it or
as final data source of the computer 
system. 

The memodübel® is compatible with all
PC-related devices. Fast and secure 
communication is always ensured via cable
supplied. 

The memodübel reports automatically
by means of an informative menu as soon
as the connection via USB cable is 
established. 

Select a suitable position on 
the tool and easily install the 
memodübel. 

For further information contact 
WH Machine Tools on TEL: 011 315 2226

The new MEMO-DUBEL from Unidor
Now all machines and tools have their own data memory… 
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Bybendpart is the answer to the question as to 
why it is no longer worthwhile programming the parts
for bending directly on the machine. With the latest

upgrade, the functional scope of this Bysoft module has
been significantly increased. Today Bybendpart is also a
perfect 3D designer and the processing of 3D data, which
is based on empirical values, is now integrated in
Bybendpart so that no additional software module is
required. 

With Bybendpart Bystronic makes available a software
module with which:
 parametized, production-ready 3D models of bent

parts and
 in a plausible way, reliable bending process data

can be compiled. At the same time, the bending sequence
calculation is consistently integrated and assures an 
optimal handling of the part. This is achieved through the
inclusion of the center of gravity and moment of inertia of
the part. The result: Faster and simpler bending on the
pressbrake.

Bybendpart is not only plausible in all its functions but
also tailored to handle a variety of starting conditions. 
For example, if a part description exists only in the form of
a fax, a hand-drawn sketch or simply an idea, 
Bybendpart makes it possible to generate parametized 

3D models that are infinitely editable. Furthermore, 
3D deformations such as dimples or studs can be added to
the model and taken into account during the collision part
of the 3D bending simulation. If 3D data are already 
available for a part in SAT, STEP, IGES, or IPT format, 
these can be imported without difficulty and correctly

processed using Bybendpart. Even if only DXF data
exist, this means 2D data, these are also

immediately processed by Bybendpart as
long as the unfoldings are correctly

reduced. If unfoldings need to be
adapted, using Bybendpart 
they can be prepared as 3D models
and reworked into correct bent
parts with just a few mouse clicks.
"Bybendpart is tailor-made, 
solution-oriented, and plausible.
This means that it turns every
user into an expert", is how the
product manager Christoph Plüss
explains the benefits of the new
software module.

For further details contact
Forest Engineering on TEL: 011 397 4050
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Reliable bending process data for pressbrakes of the
Hämmerle and Beyeler series can be generated in the

twinkling of an eye using Bybendpart

Bybendpart
- tailored,

solution-oriented
and plausible








